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The Albanian peopl,e haue blazed the trail of h,istorg swot'd tn hand. ln struggle against
theLr znternal and erternal enemies, they haue defended thew eristence as a people and natton,
haue fougltt for national freedom and independence, for their land and mother tongue, for their
liuelih,ood and soci,al justi,ce. After centuries of bondage, theE achieued a major uictory usitlt, the
Nouember 28, 1972.
creation of the independent Albanian national state
Tlte nutional d"emocratic and retsolutionarA rnoDement uas gtuen a neu) tmpulse and content with, the triumph of th.e great October Social,ist Reuolution and uslth th,e spread of communist ideas, ushiclt, marked a dectsr,ue turntng potnt for the fate of the Albanzan people,
too.
ln the graue condlti,ons of fascist and nazi occupation, and betrayed by the ruli,ng closses.

in

the Albanlan people, under th.e leadership of the Communr,st Party of Al,banza (today, the
PartE of Labour), untted r,n the Nationnl, Liberation Front, rose to their Jeet, and arlns tn h,and
hurled themsel,ues r,nto the greatest usar of their hr,story for natr.onal and social ltberatr,on. ln
Lh.e fire of the war for freedom, on the rutns of the ol.d state pou)er, the new Al,banr,an state
of people's democracy emerged as a form of the dLctatorship of the proletariat. On Nouember 29.
1944 Albania tnon genuine independence and the Albantan peopie took ther fate r,nto thetr ousn
hands, The people's reuolutio'n triumphed and a neu) epoch, the epoch, of soctah,srn,, wq,s opened.
In the conditisns of the people's state potuer, under tlre leadersh.ip of th,e Party of th,e
uorkrng eloss, great social-economic changes uere carried out, rohrchrpere outli,ned by the first
Constr,tutton of the Albanian socialist state. The dominatton by foreign capttal and plunder of
the country's riches uas endecl. The capttalists and big landoLDners u)ere erpropriated and th,e
main means of production passed rnto the hands of the people. The uay uas opened for the
sociallst rndustnaltzation of the country. The Land Ref orm gaue the land to those u:ho tr,ll zt, an6,
the collecttutzatr,on of agri,culture set the countrysrde on the road of socialism.
Social ounershi,p ouer the rneans of production and the single system of socialist ecoruornA, ushi,clt preuatls in town and eountryside, replaced the prluate ownershtp and the multiform econon'LA. The erpl,oittng classes and the etploitation of m,an by man lDere li,quidated. The
entire social deuelopment proceeds consciously, accordi,ng to plan, and i,n the znterest of the
people.

In socialist Albania, th,e working class r,s the leadtng class of the state and the socr,ety. New
rel,ations of mutual asststance and cooperation haue been established betuseen th,e tuso fnendlg
closses of our society, the working class and the cooperatiuist peasantry, as well as the stra-
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tum of the people's intelligentsi,a. The usork readily contributed" by free people has become tlte
decisiue factor tn the flourishing of the socialist h,omeland., in raising the general and. r.nd,tui-

dual usellbeing. Albania has oDercon"Le its age-old, I>ackLlclrd"ness and. has been transf ormed, r,nto a
country usith, aduanced industry and agriculture.
The uitq.l, forces of the people uere freed and tlteir inerhausttble creatitse energies burst
out. ln the unceasing process of the reuolution, th.e Al,banian woman u)on equallty tn all, fietds,
became a great social f orce, and is aduancing tousards h,er complete emancipatton. Educatton and
culture harse become the property of the broad tnasses of the people, and" science and, knoul,edge
haue been placed at th.e seruice of societg. The foundations of reli,gious obscurantism u)ere
smashed. The moral, figure of the uorking rnan, his consciousness and, u:orld" outlook are
moulded on th.e basis of the proletarian ideology, ultich. h,as become the dominant id,eology.
Socialism has shousn its absolute superiority ouer th,e otd, erptoiting order.
Albania has entered the stage of tlte complete construction of socialist socr,ety. The great
historic changes haue created neu cond.itions for the conttnuous d,euelopment of the reuolution
rmd socialist construction.
The waging of the class struggle in fauour of socialism, the co,itttnuous strengthening of
th.e state of the dictatorshi,p of tlte proletariat and the d,eepening of socialist d"emocracg, tlte d.euelopment of the productiue forces and. tl'te perfecting of socialr,st relations ol prod.uction, tlte
steady raising of the uellbeing of the usorking n'Lasses, the gradual naruouing of d.istr.ncttons
betueen tndustrE and. agriculture, tousn and" country, mental anrl, phystcal labour, the afftrmatton of th,e personality of man uithin the socialist collectiuity, th.e masterzng of contemporary
technology and science, the continuous reuolutionizution of the entire tife of the country a1.e
tlte main'uJaAS through, u:hicLr, the socialist society is grouing stronger and. ad,,uancing.
The Albanian people are determtned to defend their national ind,epend,ence, tlte peopl,c's
state pouer and their socialist uictories against any enernA. Socialist Albanr,a is al,tnays an actiue
factor in tlt'e struggle for national. and. social liberati,on, for pedce, freed,om, and, the ngl-tts
o! all the peoples against imperialism,, reaction, and. reuzsiontsm. ln its foreign potzcy it i,s guid"ect
by the great tdeals of socialism, and communism, and fights for their triumplt the uorld. over.
The Al,banian people haue f ound constant inspzration in the great d.octrine of MarxismLeninism under the banner of ultich, united. round the Party of Labour and. under its lead,ershtp,
they are camying forward th,e construction of society to poss ouer,later, graduattE to cornnluntst society.

PART Ol{E
CHAPTER

I

IHE SOOA1 ORDER
A. lhe Politicol 0rder
Article

1

Albania is a People's Socialist Repub1ic.

Article

2

The Peopie's Socialist Republic of Albania is
a state of the dictatorship of the proletariat, which
expresses and defends the interests of all the work-

ing

people.

The People's Socialist Republic of Albania is
based on the unity of the people round the Party
of Labour of Albania and it has as its foundation
the alliance of the working class with the cooperalivist peasantry under the leadership of the working
cIass.

Article

3

power through the representative organs as weII
as directly.
The representative organs are the People's Assembly and the people's iouncils.
No one else apart from the organs expressly
defined in this Constitution can exercise the sovereignty of the people and any of its attributes in
the name of the People's Socialist Republic of A1bania.

Article

The representative organs direct and control
the activity of a1l the other state organs, which
are responsible to them and render account to
them.

Article
The Party of Labour of Albania, the vanguard
of the working cLass, is the sole leading political
force of the state and the society.
In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
the dominant ideology is Marxism-Leninism. The
entire socialist social order is developed on the
basis of its principles.

Article

4

The People's Socialist Republic of Albania
unceasingly deveiops the revolution by adhering to the class struggle and aims at ensuring
the final victory of the socialist road over the capitalist road, at achieving the complete construction
of socialism and communism.
Article

5

AIl state power in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania derives from and belongs to the
working people.
The working class, the cooperativist peasantry
and the other working people exercise their state

6

7

In all their work, the representative organs and
other state organs rely on the creative initiative of
the masses of the working people, draw them into
running the country, and render account before
them.

Article

8

The representative organs are elected by the
people through universal suffrage with equal, direct and secret voting.
The electors have the right to recall their representative at any time when he has lost their
political trust, when he does not fulfil the tasks
he is charged with, or when he acts in contravention
of the laws.
The organization and procedure in holding
elections are regulated by law.

Article

9

Officials serve the people and render account
before them. participate directly in work in production and are paid salaries in fair ratio with those

of the workers and cooperativists, with the aim of
pr-ever,rting the creation of a privileged stratum.
The pay ratio is set by law.
Artiele

10

Under the leadership of the Party of Labor-rr
of Albania, the working class, as the leading class
of the society, the cooperativist peasantry, as well
as the other working people exercise direct and
organized contlol over the activity of state organs,
economic and social organizations and their workers, for the purpose of defending the victories of
the rerzolution and strengthening the socialist order.

Article

tion with the creative initiative of }ocal organs and
the masses of the working people, in struggle
against bureaucracy and liberalism.
12

The precise and equal implementation of the
Constj.tution and laws which express the will of
the working class and the other masses of the
working people is obligatory in all the activity of
the state organs, economic and social organizations
and officials.
13

The state relies on the social organizations,

14

In the construction of socialism, the People's
Socialist Republic of Albania relies mainly on its
own forces.
Article

The organization of the state and state activi-

Article

Article

11

ty, all the political and economic life in the peopIe's Socialist Republic of Albania are based on
the principle of democratic centralism and develop
according to it, combining the centralized direc-

Article

cooperates with them and creates conditions for
the development of their activity.
The social organizations unite the masses and
broad strata of the people, draw them, in an organized way, into the running of the country, the socialist construction and the defence of the country,
work for their communist education and take care
of the solution of their individual problems.

15

In foreign relations the People's Socialist Republic of Albania proceeds from the principles of
Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism, follows the policy of friendship, collaboration,
and mutual assistance with the socialist states,
supports the revolutionary movement of the working class and the struggle of the peoples for
freedom, independence, social progress and socialism and relies on their solidarity.
The Peop1e's Socialist Republic of Albania is
for peace and good neighbourliness, for relations
u,ith all states on the basis of equality, r'espect for
sovereignty, non-interference in intelnal affairs and
mutual benefit.
The Peop1e's Socialist Republic of Albania
opposes any form of aggression, colonial exploitation, tutelage, dictate and hegemony, national
oppression and racial discrimination. It upholds the
principle of self-determination of the peoples, the
exercise of full national sovereignty and equality of
all countries in international relations.

B. The Economic 0rder
Articls

16

The economy of the People's Socialist Republic

of Albania is a socialist economy which is

based

on the socialist ownership of the means of production.
In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
there no exploiting classes, private property and
the exploitation of man by man have been liquidated and are forbidden.

Article 17
The socialist property is the inviolable basis
of the socialist order, the source of the wellbeing of

the people and of the might of the homeland; it
has special protection from the state.
Socialist property is comprl.sed of the state
property and the cooperativist property in agriculture.

Article

18

State property belongs to the whole people
and is the highest form of socialist property.
The following are property of the state alone:
the land and underground riches, the mines, forests,
pastures, watersr natulal enel'gy resources) the

6o
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plants, factories, machine and tractor stations, the
banks, the roads of communication and means of
rail, water and air transport, post, telegraph, telephone offices, radio and TV stations, cinematography.
Any other wealth which is created in the state
sector or which the state gains according tt-r law,
is also state property.

Article

19

Land is granted for social use to the economic
enterprises and state institutions, to the agricultural cooperatives and social organizations and for
the personal use of individual citizens. Land is
granted for use free of charge.
Agricultural land may be used for other purposes only with the consent of the respective stat'e

the free will of the cooperativists and with the
consent of the state.
The state works for the narrowing of distinctions between town and countrY'

Article

23

The personal property of the citizens is re^
cognized and protected by the state.
Personal property are: income from work and
other' lawful sources, dwelling houses and other
objects which serve to meet personal and family
material and cultural needs.
The objects belonging to the cooperativist family on the basis of the Constitution of the agricultural cooperative are also personal property.
Personal property cannot be used to the detriment of the social interest.

organs.

Article

Article

20

Protection of the land, natural riches, waters
and the atmosphere from damage and pollution is
a duty of the state, of the economic and social organizations, and of all citizens.

Article

21

Cooperativist property belongs

to the

of working people of the countryside. voluntarily
united in the agricultural cooperative for the pur-

for the
the countryside and

pose of increasing production and wellbeing,

construction of socialism in
throughout the country.
The followihg are property of the agricultural
cooperative: buildings, machines, equipment, means
of transport, tools and implements, livestock for
work or production, fruit trees, agricultural and
livestock products as well as other n-Ieans necessary for its activity.

Article

When the general interest requires it, certain
assets of cooperativist and personal property
may be converted into state property. The criteria
of conversion and the method of payment are fixed

fixed

by Iaw.
Article

group

22

The state supports the development

and

strengthening of the agricultural cooperatives, their
transformation into modern economies of largescale socialist production.
Under certain circumstances, the state supports
the setting up and development of higher type
cooperatives, in which it participates directly with
investments, especially in the main means of production.
The transition of the cooperativist property
into property of the entire people is done in conformity with the objective conditions, acco1ding to

24

25

The state organizes, manages, and develops all
the economic and social life by a unified general
plan in order to fulfil the ever increasing material
and cultural needs of the society, to strengthen the
independence and defence of the country, by constantly increasing and perfecting socialist production on the basis of advanced technology.

Article

26

For the administration of means which are
property of the whole people, the state creates
economic ent'erprises which carry on their activity
guided by the general interests of the society, which
is expressed in the state plan.

The method of the creation of enterprises and
the principles of their activity are fixed by law.

Article

27

Foreign trade is a monopoly of the state.
Dornestic trade is mainly carried out by the
state, which has every activity in this field under
its control.
The selling prices of the products of the enterprises as well as the prices for state purchase of

ALBANIA TODAY
agnicultural and livestock products are fixed by the
state.
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7

for safety at work and the qualification of

the

working people.

Article

Article
28

Thc granting of concessi,orrs to, and the creation of, foreign economic and financial companies
and other institutions or ones formed jointly with
bourgeois and revisionist capitalist monopolies anci
states, as well as obtaining credits from them are
prohibited in the People's Socialist Republic of AIbania.

Article

29

Work is the foundation of the entire economicsocial life of the country. Work is the main source
from which every citizen ensures the means of
livelihood.
The state works at narrowing the differences
between mental and physical labour, between work
in industry and work in agriculture.
The state takes care of, and adopts, measures

30

In the People's Socialist Republic oI Albania
the socialist principle ..from each according to his
ability, to each according to his work', is implemented.

Equal pay is guaranteed for equal work.
To encourage work for the maximum results,
the use of material stimuli is combined correctly
u'ith moral stimuli, giving priority to moral stimuli.
The fund of social consumption for the fulfilment of the common needs of citizens is increased
continually in accordance with the possibilities
created by the development of the country's economy.

The state exercises control over the amount of

wolk and consumplion.

Article

31

The citizens pay no levies or taxes whatsoever.

C. Educotion, Science, Culture
Article

32

The state carries out extensive ideological and
cultural activity for the communist education of
the working people, for the moulding of the new

tific knowledge among the masses and drawing
them extensively into scientific research activity.

man.

The state takes special care of the allround
development and educati.on of the younger generation in the spirit of socialism and communism.
Article

33

Education in the People's Socialist Republic of
Albania is organiz,ed and run by the state, i.s open
to all and free of charge; it is built on the basis
of the Marxist-Leninist world-ouUook and combines
lessons with productive work and physical and military training.
Education follows the best traditions of the
Albanian national secular school.

Article

Article

35

The state protects the cultural heritage of the
people and cares for the allround development of
the socialist national culture.
The state supports the development of the literature and art of socialist realism, which uphold
the ideals of socialism and communism and are
permeated by the national and people's spirit.

Article

36

The state works for the development of physiculture and sports on the basis of the mass movement for strengthening the health of the people, especially of the younger g,eneration, for tempering them for- work and defence.
ca1

34

The state organizes and directs the development of science and technology in close connection
with life and production in the service of the progress of society and defence of the homeland.
The state supports the dissemination of scien-

Article

37

The state recognizes no religion whatever and
supports atheist propaganda for the purpose of
inculcating the scientiflc materialist world-outlook

in

people.

CHAPTER II

IHE FU]IDAMEilIA1 RIGHTS A}ID DUTIES

0t clilzElls

Article

38

Citizens of the Peop1e's Socialist Republic of
Albania are those who have Albanian citizenship
according to the Iaw.

Article

39

The rights and duties of citizens are built on
the basis of the reconciliation of the interests of
the individual and the socialist society, giving priority to the general interest.
The rights of the citizens are inseparable from
the fulfilrnent of their duties and cannot be exer-cised in opposition to the socialist order.
The further extension and deepening of tlie
rights of citizens are closely linked with the socialist development of the country.

Article

40

AII citizens are equal before the law.

No restriction or privilege is recognized in the
rights and duties of citizens on account of sex, race,
nalionality, education, social position or materia'l
situation.

Article

Article

43

Citizens who reach the age of 18 years have
the right to elect and to be elected to all the organs
of state power.
The only persons excluded from electoral rights
are those deprived of them by the decision of court
and those who are menially incompetent and declared as such by the court.

Article

44

In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
citizens have the right to work, which is guaranteed
by the state.
Work is a duty and honour for every ablebodied citizen,
Citizens have the right to choose and exercise
their profession according to their capacity and
personal inciination, and in accordance with the
needs of the society.

41

The woman, liberated from political oppression
and ,ec,onomic 'exploitation, as a great force of the
revolution, takes an active part in the socialist
construction of the country and the defenc'e of the
homeland.
The woman enjoys equal rights with man in
work, pay, holidays, social security, education, ln
all social-political activity, as well as in the family.

Article

Any national privilege and inequality and any
act which violates the rights of national minorities
is contrary to the Constitution and is punishable
by 1aw.

42

Protection and development of their people's
culture and traditions, the use of their mother
tongue and teaching of it in school, equal development in a1l fields of social life are guaranteed for
national minorities.

Article

45

Citizens enjoy the right of rest after work' The
working day and working week and the paid annual holiday are regulated bY 1aw.
Rest homes, houses of culture, and other centres of ihis kind are created in the service of
the working people.

Artiele

46

Citizens of town and country are guaranteed
the necessary material means of livelihood in old
age, in case of illness or loss of ability to work.
The state takes under special care the invalids
of the National Liberation War, of the struggle in
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defence of the Homeland and the invalids from work,

and creates the conditions for their rehabilitation.
The young children of those fallen in defence
of the country and in the socialist construction are
under the care of the state.

Article

47

The state guarantees to citizens the necessary
medical services as well as medical treatment in
the health centres of the country, free of charge.

pulsory. The state aims at raising the level of compulsory education for everybody.

Article

Citizens enjoy the freedom of speech, the press,
organization, association, assembly and public rnanifestation.
The state guarantees the realization of these
freedoirrs, it creates the conditions for them, and
makes available the necessary material means.

Article
Artiele

48

Mother and child enioy speci.al solicitude and
plotection.
A mother is entitled to paid leave prior to and
after childbirth.
The state opens maternity homes and creches
and kindergartens {or children.

Articlc

49

Mai'riage and the family are under the care
and protection of the state and society.
Marriage is contracted before competent state
organs.

The parents are responsible for the upbringing and communist education of the children.
The children are duty bound to care for parents
who are disabled and lack the necessary means oI

53

54

The right to join various organizations which
cperate in the political, economic, cultural as well
as in any other field of the country's life, is guaL'anteed

to the citizens.
Article

55

The creation of any type of organization of a
fascist, antidemocratic, r'eligious, and anti-socialist
chai'acter is prohibited.
Fascist, anti-democratic, religious, war-mongering, and antisocialist activities and propaganda, as
u,ell as the incitement of national and racial hatred
aL'e prohibited.

Artiele

56

The state guarantees the inviolability of the

livelihood.

person.

Childlen born out of wedlock have the same
rvithin marriage.
The children bereaved of their parents and
rvitl-rout support are brought up and educated by
the state.

Nobody can be arrested without the decision
of the court or the approval of the prosecutor. In
special cases envisaged in the law the competent
organs can detain a person for. a maximum of 3

L'ights and duties as chi.ldren born

Article

50

Citizens enjoy the right to personal property.
The right of inheritance is regulated by law.

Article

51

The state guarantees the freeclom of scientific
work and literary and artistic cr€ativeness.
Author's rights are protected by 1aw.

Article

52

Citizens have the right to education.
Eight-grade education is universal and com-

days.

Nobody can be sentenced penally without the
verdict of the court or for an act which is not envisaged by the law as a crime.
Nobody can be sentenced without being present
at court apart from when it has been legally proved
that he is missing.
Nobody can be interned or expelled except in
special cases envisaged by the law.

Article

57

The home is inviolable. No one is permitted to
enter another person's home without the approval
of the respective person, apart from representatives of the competent state organs and under the
conditions defined by law.

10 o 1(32),1977
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The secrecy of correspondence and othel means
of communication cannot be violated, except in the
cases of the investigation of a crime, a state of
emergency,

Violation

socialist property constitutes
Article

or of war.

Article

of

a

grave crime.
62

The defence of the socialist Homeland is the
supreme duty and the greatest honour for all citi-

59

ZCNS.

Citizens enjoy the right to make requests, complaints, remarks and proposals to the competent
organs over personal, social, and state affairs.
According to the conditions defined by 1aw,
citizens have the right to demand compensation
from the state or its officials for the damage caused
by the illegal activities of the state organs and its
employees in the exercise of their duty.

Article

Article

Article

tizens.
61

Citizens have the duty to protect and sti'enqthen

socialist property.

63

Military service and the constant training for
the defence of the socialist Homeland are duties
for a1l the citizens.

60

The citizens are obliged to respect ancl implement the Constitution and other laws.
The preservation and strengthening of the socialist order and the implementation of the rules
of socialist coexistence are a duty for all the ci-

Article

Betlayal of the Homeland is the most serious
crIme.

64

Albanian citizens abroad enjoy the care and
are under the protection of the state.

Article

65

The right of sanctuary in the People's Socialist
Republic of Albania is granted to foreign citizens
who are persecuted on account of their activity in
favour of the revolution and socialism. of democracy
and national liberation, or- the progress of science
and culture.

PART TWO
CHAPTER

I

THE SUPREME ORGANS OT T}IE STATE
POWER

A. Ihe People's Assembly
Article

i:::r':.

Peopre,,
,^" supreme orsan
of state power, the bearer of the sovcreignty of the
people and the state and the sole law-making or-

rhe

gan.

67

The People's Assembly has the following main
competences:

it defines, in conformity with the general line
and the orientations of the Party of Labour of Al-

ALBANIA
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bania, the main dilections of the internal and externaI policies of the state;
it approves and amends the Constitution and
the laws, decides on the conformity of the laws
urith the Constitution, and interprets the laws;
it approves the plan for the economic and cu1tural development of the country anci the state

budget;

it proclaims pa.rtial and general mobilization,
the state of emergency, as well as the state of war
in case of armed aggression against the peopJe,s
Socialist Republic of Albania, or when this is necessary to fulfil the obligations deriving from international treaties:
it ratifies and denounces international treaties
of special importance:
it grants amnesty;
it decides on popular referendums;
it elects, appoints, and dismisses the presidium
of the People's Assembly, the Council of Ministers,
the Supreme Court, the Attorney General ancl his
deputies, These organs are responsible to the people's Assembly and rencler account to it;
it defines the administrative territorial structure:
it decides on the creation or dissolving of mi_
ni stries.

Article

68

The People's Assembly is comprised of 2S0 cle_
puties who are elected in constituencies with an
ec1uaI number of inhabitants.
The People's Assembly is elected for a term

of 4

11

The activity of the people,s Assembly is carried
out according to the rules approved by it.

Article

70

The People's Assembly meets in

sessions twice per year

normal

by decree of the presidium

of the People's Assembly.

The People's Assembly may be summoned in
extraordinary session by decree of the presidium
of the People's Assembly or at the request of one
third of the deputies.
The meetings of the people,s Assembly open
u.hen the majority of the deputies are present.

Article

71

The People's Assembly elects from its ranks
permanent and temporary commissions.
At its first session, the people,s Assembly
elects a commission for the examination of the
mandates of the deputies. At the proposal of this
commission the People's Assembly confirms or
annuls the mandates of the deputies.
The permanent commissions have the dut)r 1s
examine the bilIs and decrees of a normative character of the Presidium of the people,s Assembly,
to observe and control the activity of the state
or:gans according to their respective sectors and to
present problems to the people,s Assembly or the
Presidium of the People,s Assembly. The temporary
commissions are created for special questions.

years.

The People's Assembly holds its first session
not later than two months from the day of its election.

The elections to the people,s Assen-ibly alre
held not later than three months from the dav its

mandate ends.
In case of war or in similar state of emergency,
the People's Assembly may continue its activiiy
beyond the normal terms as long as the state of
emergency continues.
In special instances, the people,s Assembly
may decide its dissolution before the completion
of the term for which it has been elected.

Article

72

It is the duty of the deputy to the people,s

Assembly to serve the interests of the people, and
the cause of the Homeland and socialism conscientiously and 1oya1ly, to maintain close contact with
his electors, and render account to them.
The deputy to the People,s Assembly has the
right to demand explanations from all the state
organs and to intervene with them for the precise
implementation of the Constitution and lawi.
The state olrgans are obiiged to examine the
requests and proposals by the deputies and to
reply to them within defined regulations.

69

The People's Assembly elects its Presidential

Council.

Lrticle

Article
The deputy
immunity.

73

to the People,s Assembly

enjoys

7
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The deputy cannot be detained, arrested or
suffer penal punishment without the approval of
the People's Assembly or the Presidium of the
People's Assembly, apart from cases in which a
grave crime has obviously been committed'

Article

74

The right to initiate legislation belongs to the

TODAY

Presidium of the People's Assembly, to the Council of Ministers, and the dePuties.
The laws and other acts of the People's Assembly are considered approved when the majority of
the deputies present have voted for them'
The laws are proclaimed not later than 15
days after their approval and enter into force 15
days after their proclamation in the Official Gazette,
apart from occasions when they themselves envisage otherwise.

B. Ihe Presidium 0f The People's Assemhly
Article

75

The Presidium of the Peop1e's Assembly is a
superior organ of the state power with permanent
activity.
The Presidium of the People's Assembly is
comprised of the president, 3 vice-presidents, the
secretary and 10 members.

it enters into the int'ernational treaties and
ratifies and denounces those which are not examined by the People's Assembly itself ;
on the proposal of the Council of Ministers it
, appoints or dismisses diptomatlc representatives;
it accepts the credentials and the letters of
recall of the diplomatic repi'esentatives of foreign
states;

it

Article

76

The Presidium of the People's Assembly is
elected from the ranks of the People's Assembly
at its first session and it continues its activity ti1l
the election of a new Presidium.
Decisions of the Presidium of the People's
Assembly are taken on a majority of votes when
the majority of its members is present.
Article

77

The Presidium of the People's Assembiy has
these main permanent comPetences;
it convenes the sessions of the People's AssembIv;
it sets the date of elections to the People's
Assembty and the peoPle's councils;
it awards decorations and titles of honour;
it accords or revokes Albanian citizenship and
accepts the renunciation of it;
it exercises the right of Pardon;
it defines the territorial-administrative diviSlONS;

proctaims the laws and referendums decided
by the People's AssemblY.

Article

78

Between sessions of the People's Asscmbly, the
Presidium of the People's Assembly exercises these
competences:

controls the implementation of the laws and
decisions of the PeoPIe's AssemblY;
it controls the Council of Ministers, the
Supreme Court, the Attorney General and any
other state organ, and summons them to report;
it appoints or dismisses the Vice-chairmen of the
Council of Ministers or individual ministers on the
proposal of the Chairman of the Council of Mirristurt, it appoints or dismisses individual members
or the Vice-presidents of the Supreme Court and
the deputies of the Attorney General. In each case
the decr"es for their appointment or dismissal
must be approved. by the People's Assembly;
it issues decrees and decisions; the decrees of a
normative character are presented for approval to
the People's Assembly at its next session;
it makes interpretations of laws and presents
them for approval to the People's Assembly in its

It

next

session,
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Article

when the convening of the People's Assembly
it proclaims partial or general mobilization, the state of emergency, as we1l as the
state of war- in case of armed aggression against
the People's Socialist Repubtic of Albania, or lvhen
this is necerssary to fulfil the obligations deriving
ft'om intelnational treaties. In time of witr', in case
the convening of the People's Assembly is irnpossible, the Presidium of the People's Assembly
exercises all the competences of the People's Assembly apart flom changes in the Constitution.

is

in"rpossible,

13
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The Presidiurn of the People's Assembly directs and controls the activity of the people's counciIs.

The Presidium of the People's Assembly may
disband people's councils, appoint the r.espective
temporary executive comn-:ittees, as well as decide
on the eLection of new people's councils.
The Presidium of the People's Assembly abrogates the unlarn ful ol irregular. acts of the Council
of Ministers, of the people's councils and of the
executive committees.

CHAPTER II

IHE SUPREME ORGANS OT IHE SIAIE
ADMITI$TRAIIOlI
.rhe counc,,
,, the supreme exe",T::11"::
cutive and administi'ative
organ.
The Council of Ministers is appointed at the
first session of the People's Assembly.
The Council of Ministers comprises the Chair'man, the Vice-chai.rman and the Ministers.
As a rule, the members of the Council of
Ministers are appointed from among the ranks of
the deputies to the People's Assembly.
The decisions of the Council of Ministers are
taken on the majority of votes, when the majority
of its members is present.

Article Bl
The Council of Ministers has the following
main competences:
it directs the activity for the realization of
the internal and external policies of the state;
it promulgates decisions, ordinances and instructions on the basis of the Constitution and the
laws and for their implementation;
it directs and controls the activity of the rninistries, other central organs of state administration, and the executive committees of the people's
councils, and defines their internal organization;
it works out the draft-plan for the economic
and cultural development of the country, the draftbudget of the state, organizes and controls the
implementation of the plan and the budget, directs

and organizes the finances of the state and the
monetary and credit system;
it directs the activity for the fulfilment of duties in the field of the defence of the country, in
conformity with the decisions of the Defence
Council;
it takes measures for the security, protection,
and strengthening of the socialist juridical order
and the rights of citizens;
it enters into, and approves, international agreements and denounces those inter:national agreements not subject to ratification.
Article

82

The Council of Ministers abrogates the unlawfu1 or irreguiar acts of the Ministers and other
central organs of the state administration and of
the executive committees of the people's councils.
The Council of Ministers suspends the implementation of uniawful or irregular decisions of
the people's councils and presents the question of
their abrogation to the higher peopie's council, or
to the Presidium of the People's Assembly.

Article

83

The Presidium of the Council of Ministers
comprises the Chairman and the Vice-chairmen of
the Council of Ministers.
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The Presidium of the Council of Ministers

supervises, controls and takes decisions on the im-

plementation

of tasks set by the Council of Mi-

nisters.

The Chairman of the Council of Ministers represents the Council of Ministers, presides over its
meetings and directs its activity.

Article

organs,

enterprises, institutions and economic organizations

of their sector.

On matters within their cornpetences, the ministers issue orders, rules and instructions according to the Iaws, ordinances and decisions of the
Council of Ministers, and for their implementation.

Article

84

The ministries are central organs of the state
administration, specialized in particular branches of
activity, which are directed by members of the
Council of Ministers.

Article

of Ministels, they direct and control the

86

The ministers abrogate the unlawful or irregular ordinances and instructions of the organs,
enterprises or institutions dependent on them and
suspend the application of the unlawful or irregu-

decisions of the executive committees of the
people's councils, which have to do with their respective sphere of activity, presenting the question
of their abrogation to the Council of Ministers.

lar

85

The ministers are responsibl.- for the activity
of their respective ministries and of the Council

CHAPTER III

IHE DETENCE OH IHE COU}IIRV
AIID ITIE ARMED TORCES
or the peorhe state .,,J:::",,11
",",",.,"s
ple's revolution and the socialist
construction, defends the freedom, national independence and territorial integrity of the country.
The territory of the People's Socialist Republic
of Albania is inalienable and its borders are inviolable.
Article

88

The defence of the Horneland and of the victories of socialism is ensured by the arrned people,
organized in the Armed Forces, which comprise
the People's Army, the forces of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and the people's voluntary selfdefence forces.
The Peop1e's Army, as the main force for the
defence of the Homeland, is the army of the people
and serves the people.
The Armed Forces are 1ed by the Party of
Labour of Albania.

Article

89

The Defence Council is created to direct, or-

ganize and mobilize all the forces and resources
of the country in defence of the Homeland.
The First Secretary of the Central Committee
of the Party of Labour of Albania is the Commander-in-chief of the Armed Forces and the Chairman of the Defence Council.
The composition of the Defence Council is defined by the Presidium of the People's Assembly on
the proposat of the Chairman of the Defence Council.

Article

90

No one has the right to sign or accept, in the
name of the People's Socialist Republic of AIbania, the capitulation or occupation of the country.
Any such act is condemned as treason to the country.

Article

91

The establishment of foreign military bases
and the stationing of foreign troops in the territory of the People's Soeialist Republic of Albania is prohibited.

CHAPTER IV

I}IE lOCAl ORGAilS OF T}IE STAIE POWER
AIID STAIE ADMI$IISIRAIION
Article

92

The people's councils are organs of the state
power. which carry out the governing of the country in the respective territorial administrative
units, with the broad participation of the working
IIASSCS,

The people's councils direct all social life in
the polltical, economic, social-cultural fields, the
defence of the country and the protection of the
socialist juridical order, reconciling the 1ocal interests with the general state interests.
The people's councils are elected for a term
of three years.

Article

93

The people's counciL adopts the local plan and
budget; from its members it elects the executive
committee and the commissions of the council
and discharges them; it appoints and discharges
the chiefs of the sections of the executive committee; it directs and controls the activity of the
people's councils at lower levels. It issues ordinances and decisions within its competences.

er level people's council and the respective
Article

94

The meetings of the people's council open when
the majority of its members is present.
The decisions of the people's council are taken
on the majority of totes of its members present.

Article

96

It is the duty of the members of the people's
council to serve the people conscientiously and
loya1Iy, to maintain close ties with the electors and
render account to them. They have the right to control the state organs, enterprises, institutions and
agricultural cooperatives and demand from them
the precise implementation of the socialist law.
The respective state organs are obliged to examine the remarks of the members of the people's
councils and take the necessary measures.
The members of the people's councils enjoy
irnmunity within the territorial unit under the administration of the people's council. They cannot be
detained, arrested or subjected to penal prosecution without the consent of the people's council or
th,e executiv,e committee, except in cases when a
grave crime has obviously been committed.

Article
Article

exe-

cutive committee.

97

The executive committee is the executive and
administrative organ of the people's council.
The executive committee continues its activity
even after the expiration of the rnandate of the people's council which has elected it, until the first
meeting of the new people's council.

Article

98

95

A higher people's council may dissolve a lower
level people's council, appoints the provisional executive committee and decides on the elections for a
new people's council.
A higher people's council may dismiss the executive committee of a lower level people's council
and order a new election.
The people's council abrogates the unlawful or
irregular acts of its executive committee, of the low-

Between sessions of the people's council, the
executive committee exercises the rights and duties
of the people's council, with the exception of those
which, by law, come within the competence of the
people's council alone.
The executive committee renders account to
the people's council about its activity, presents its
more important decisions for approval, and reports
on the implementation of decisions of the people's
council.
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Article

gg

The executive committee of the people's council
is dependent on the people's council which has elected it and the next higher administrative executive

the question of their abrogation to the competent

organ.

The specialized organs created under the executive committees are dependent on the people's
council, its executive committee, and the higher
organs of the state administration, render account
to them and to the masses of uror:king people.

The executive committee of a higher people,s
council abrogates the unlawful and irregluiar acts
of a lower level executive committee and suspends
those of the lower 1eveI people's council, presenting

people's council.

Article

100

CHAPTER V

IHE PEOPIE'T COURIT
Article

101

The people's courts are the organs which administer justice.
The people's courts protect the socialist juridical order, fight for prevention of crimes, educate
the masses of working people to respect and implement the socialist law, relying on their active participation.
At the head of the organs of justice is the Supreme Court which directs and controls the activity
of the courts. The Supreme Court is elected at the
first session of the People's Assembly. The other
people's courts are elected by the people, according
to the method defined by law.
Court organization and trial procedure are defined by law.

other cases which are w-ithin their competence according to the law.
Judgement is done with the participation of
assistant judges and in public sittings, with the
exception of cases when it has been declded otherwise by law.
During the trial the Albanian language is used.
Persons who do not know Albanian may use their
own language and speak through an interpreter.
The accused enjoys the right of defence.

Article

103

The court is indepedent in its judgment of a
it takes its decision on the basis of the law
alone, and it pronounces its verdict in the name
of the people.
The verdict may be annulled or amended only
by the competent higher court.
case,

Artiele

102

The courts judge penal and

civil

cases and

CHAPTER VI

IHE ATIORIIEY GETIERA!.'S OIFICE
Article

104

The duty of the Attorney General's Office is
to control the precise and uniform implementation
of the laws by the ministries and other central and
local organs, by the courts, the organs of investiga-

tion, enterprises, institutions, organizations, officials
and citizens.
The Attorney General's Office has the right
to protest against every illegal act and to demand
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from the respective organs its abrogation or amendment. The request of the Attorney General must be
examined within the period defined by 1aw, otherwise the implementation of the act is suspended.

Article

10b

The Attorney General puts before the P,eople's
Assembly and before the Presidium of the People's
Assembly cases in which the laws and decrees are

PARI

not in conformity with the Constitution and it also
puts before the Council of Ministers cases in which
its decisions and instructions do not conform with
the law.
Article 106

The Attorney General and his assistants are
appointed in the first session of the People's Assemblv.
The attorneys are appointed by the Presidium
of the People's Assembly.

THREE

CHAPTER

IllE

77

I

EMBlEIvl, IHE FIAG, EHE CAPITAL CI'fY
Article

107

double-headed eagle in the middle, above which
there is a five-pointed red star, outlined in gold.
The ratio between the width and the length of the

'Ihe emblem of the People's Socialist Republic
of Albania bears a black, double-headed eagle, encircled by two sheaves of wheat with a five-pointed
red star at the top and which are tied at the bottom
rvith a red ribbon, on which the date *24th May
1944- is inscribed.
Article 108

flagis1x1.4.

The state flag of the People's Socialist Republic
of Albania presents a red background with a black

The capital of the People's Socialist Republic
o{ Albania is Ti,rana.

Article

CHAPTER

109

II

HltAL DlsPoslilolts
Article

110

The Constitution is the fundamental law of the
state.

Al1 activity for the creation of juridical norms
is conducted on the basis of the Constitution and
in complete conformity with it.

Assembly, the Council of Ministers, or by two-fifths
of the deputies.
Approval of, or amendments to, the Constitution are done by the People's Assembly by a majority of two thirds of a1l the deputies.

Article
Article

111

Proposals for amendments to the Constitution
can be presented by the Presidium of the People's

The Secretary

112

This Constitution comes into force immediately.

'firana, December 28, 1976

N'

5506

The Chairman

of the Presidium of the People's Assembly
of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania

of the Presidium of the People's Assembly
of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
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IHAI EhIBODIES IHE IRUE F
0t sclEililHc so0ALlIM
Entirely bosed on the Morxist-Leninisi
principles creqlively
implernented by the PLA o,nd being
d scienritic synlhesis ol lhe

revoluliono,ry expe rience,
lhe Constitution ol the Peopfe's
Sociolist Republic oJ Albonio
is q documenl oJ mojor
lheorelicol o,nd pro,clicol imporlqnce
thot will serve
the complefe o,nd successful construclion
ol sociolism in Albonio
Report submitteil to the Sth Sessioru ol the 9t,h Lagi,slature of the People's Assemblll on beh,alf of the Special
fot' the new d,raft-Cortstitution oI the People's Sociolist Ilepublic o{ Albania"

Commission

EATURES

Dear- comrade deputies,

The Central Committee of the Party of Labour of Albania and the Special Commission set
up by this Assembly to drarv up the new draftConstitution of the People's Socialist Republic of
Albania have charged me to present to you, on
their behalf, the final draft of the new fundamental law of our socialist state which you have the
honour and the great responsibility to discuss
and approve.
After the initial draft that was published by
the People's Assembly in January this year, the
broad masses of the working people, in town and
countryside, under the direct leadership of the Party and its Central Committee, acquainted themselves with its ptovisions and held an exceptionally broad, vigorous, revolutionary discussion of the
dratt in the most democratic forms, in order to

supplement and improve it and make it more precise in its political, ideological, juridical, organizational, and other aspects.
The acquaintance of the rnasses u'ith the draftConstitution and the discussion of it conducted
with a most effective method and style of wor\,
not only made a great contribution to our socialist
country in the drawing up of a rnost democratic

and revolutionary Constitution. but at the same
tirne served as a great theoretical, political and
moral school. This broad activity has given and will
give an unprecedented impulse to production, to
progressive thinking and to revolutionary action.
AII these things will open brilliant perspectives for

speeding up the construction of socialism in Albania.
Taking into account the great number of the
contributors to the discussion throughout Albania
and their many profound and valuable contributions, it can be stated with confidence that the entire draft that is being presented to you for approval bears the seal of the wise and revolutionary
opinion of the people. The draft-Constitution is a
major work of our Party and people, a brilliant
reflection of our reality, and shows the great political and ideological maturity of our Party and
people, as well as their vitality, courage, determination and unwavering consistency in carrying forlt ard and defending their socialist homeland,
strengthening it and making it prosperous and rich.
AII the allround work carried out for the great
popular discussion of the new draft-Constitution
in the context of the 35th anniversary of the founding of the Party and its Congress, was crowned
rvith success. In an atmosphere of indescribable
enthusiasm, the 7th Congress of the Party rvas
unanimous in its high appraisal of the draft of our
new socialist Constitution.
With a proper appreciation of the task with
which it was charged by the People's Assembly,
after thoroughly acquainting itself with the materials prepared by the Central Committee, with the
many additions, alterations, and improvements
proposed by the broad masses of the working people, by the cadres, institutions, otganizations and
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organs of the Party and the State, as well as with
the high assessment which the 7th Congress of the
Party made of the draft, the Special Commission for
drafting the Constitution arranged them systematically, and after careful study, included them in
the final draft.
You, comrade deputies, are acquainted with
the content of the provisions of the draft-Constitution, because, together with the people, you, too,
took an active part in the discussion and the whole
process of drawing up the draft-Constitution.
In the report the Central Committee of the
Party presented to the 7th Congress, a special chapter was devoted entirely to the Constitution. The
Congress defined the line of the Party in the political, economic and organizational fields, on . questions of our foreign policy and our stand towards
the problems of the international Marxist-Leninist
and workers' movement. The historic decisions of
the Congress, which guide our entire Party and
people, have inspired the masses of the working
people of our country and have aroused a high
spirit of enthusiasm and mobilization at work
everywhere.
At this session of the People's Assembly I shall
dwell on some of the essential problems of principle of the draft-Constitution.
The draft-Constitution of the People's Socialist
Republic of Albania is a synthesis which refleets
our socialist reality and its trend of development,
the line of the Party and its revolutionary teachin{s
and experience, and is pervaded frorn end to end

by the Marxist-Leninist ideology and the basic
prineiples of scientific socialism. And this is why

the content of the draft has not only been approved
by the masses of our working people. who have
found in it the faithful expression of the correct
Iine of our Party during the ceaseless development
of the socialist revolution and the construction and
defence of socialism, but has also aroused a positive response in the world at large.
The Constitution of our socialist country is an
expression of the will of the Albanian people themselves, and nobody else. It is the fundamental law,
the basis on whieh the entire life of the people is
carried on. On one hand, this Constitution corresponds to the concrete reality of our country, a
reality attained through blood, toil and sweat, and,
on the other, it opens to socialist Albania brilliant
and sure perspectives from every viewpoint.
Clarity is its characteristic feature, and this is
apparent in every article that deals with problems
of the structure and superstructure. organization, or
the rights and duties of Albanian citizens. Our people, of whatever social origin and cultural level, in-
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terpret and implement the articles of the Constitution as individuals and collectively in the great
interest of the socialist society that is being built
under the leadership of the Party of Labour of
Albania, which with great loyalty and consistency,
follows and implements the Marxist-Leninist theory
in the conditions of our country.
The originality of our Constitution lies in the
things in which it differs from the constitutions of
other countries. This originality does not split the
unity of the people but strengthens it; does not
rveaken their vitality but invigorates it; does not
incite moral and political degeneration, but, on the
contrary, exalts, strengthens and tempers the sound
and pure virtues of our man, love for one's comrade,
loyalty to the socialist homeland, the sense of justice. It exalts work as a means of education and
the creation of material blessings for the man who
struggles, inspirad by the desire to raise his individual and family wellbeing and that of society
as a whole, considering these questions as closely
and firmly linked in unity and concentrated voluntarily in most democratic forms. The originality of
our Constitution lies in the important fact that the
Party of Labour of Albania is the leadership in our
country, and rvithout this there could be no free
Albania and no socialist society.
Historical experienee has proven that the ideas
of genius of the great teachers of Marxism-Leninism on the undivided leading role of the Party
of the working class, on the state of the dietatorship
of the nroletariat, and the class struggle are basic
ptinciples for the construetion of socialist society.
They must be kept firmly in mind until all internal and external, objective and subjective eauses
for the emergence of revisionism and the restoration of eapitalisrn have been eompletelv eliminated,
hence, until communism has finally triumphed on
a worltl scale. Proceeding frorn these teachings of
nrinciple, the dtaft-Constitution sanctions that the
People's Socialist Republic of Albania is a state of
the dictatorship of the proletariat. which expnesses
and defends the interests of all the working people. which ceaselessly carries on the revolution,
uoholding the class struggle, and that the Party of
Labour of Albania, the vanguard of the working
elass, is the only leading politieal force of the state
and society.
With the raising of these fundamental MarxistLeninist principles to eonstitutional norms at a
time when the msdern revisionists have flagrantly
distorted them, we are not only performing a great
serviee to our homeland, and the Albanian working clas and people, but are also demonstrating in
our praetice the ever fresh ereative power of
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Marxism-Leninism, and defending the unshakeable
principles of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the
immortal ideas of scientific socialism.
The draft-Constitution also sanctions another
very important idea that in the People's Socialist
Republic of Albania, Marxism-Leninism, the ideology of the working class and of its Party, is the
ruling ideology. This constitutional norm, which expresses a great historic victory attained in our country, on one hand, affirms the important thesis of
principle that socialism can be built only on the
basis of this scientific ideology, and, on the other
hand, bars the way to the spread in our country of
alien ideologies and all the theories of the modern revisionists about ..ideological pluralism'>, ..ff1s
free circulation> of reactionary ideas and cultures,
which are weapons of the political counter-revolution and ideological aggression, which prepare the
ground for armed military aggression.
In the present conditions of world development, when imperialism and social-imperialism are
doing their utmost to dominate the people, when
the ideologists in their service are spreading most
monstrous ..theories' about the subjugation of nations, the defence of state sovereignty, the independent position of the state in all fields, assumes
first-rate importance. The majority of the peoples
of the world today are making great efforts and
forcefully opposing colonial laws and neo-colonialist
domination, the rules, practices, customs, the unequal agreements, old and new, established by the
bourgeoisie to preserve its exploitation of the peoples, its odious distinctions and discriminations in
international relations. The two superpowers are
striving in every way to preserve and perpetuate
these laws because they are trying to plunder the
u,ealth of other countries, to ensure privileges for
themselves and to enslave other peoples. The progressive peoples and the democratic states that are
not reconciled to this situation and struggle to establish national sovereignty over their resources,
that struggle to strengthen their political and economic independence, and for equality and justice
in international relations, enjoy solidarity and full
support of the Albanian people and state.
The People's Socialist Republic of Albania,
which, as the draft-Constitution proclaims, resolutely upholds the principle of selfdetermination of
nations and the exercise of complete national sovereignty, rejects any form of limitation of sovereignty in any field whatever. In sanctioning this
stand, which stems directly from the line of our
Party, the draft-Constitution proclaims: ..Nobody,
apart from the organs expressively defined in this
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Constitution, ean exercise the sovereignty of the
people and any of its attributes in the People's Sociatist Republic of Albania and in'its name". With
this provision of the law we not only give a firm
reply to the false bourgeois ..theories. that consider sovereignty as an ..anachronistic concept>>, a
<<source of evil in the lyorld today'r, etc., but we
also categorically refute the ..theory" of the Soviet revisionists about ..limited sovereignty>r, in favour of the ..supreme interests" of the socalled socialist community.
Every state that respects itself and others has
its norms which guide it in its friendly relations.
These norms differ according to the world-outlook
oI each state. None can impose its norms on another.
A thing that is agreeable or suitable to one regime may not be agreeable or suitable to another.
No state leaves its opinions and viewpoints in
obscurity, without expressing them, even in critical and polemical form, towards another state. It is
logical that there should be truly sovereign states,
like ours, that have not agreed and do not agree to
obey the <<conductor's baton" and no other.
If there are som€ who want to accept the ..conductor's baton', or ..the big sticko, that is their affair, but our Constitution and our ideology allow
and oblige us to oppose such pressures that violate
the interests of our socialist state and its peoples.
Our Constitution sanctions in a clear-cut manner that no one can give himself the right to exercise sovereignty and seek ..aid" in order to justify
any intervention in Albania on the part of its
imperialist, revisionist, reactionary, or other enemies. fn this way we eliminate the possibility of
attempts to disguise and justify the aggression that
U.S.-led imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism,
which conduct an aggressive policy, want to practice. Practice of this kind, which the peoples and
history must never forget, are the occupation of
Czechoslovakia by the revisionist Soviet Union in
1968, and the aggressive wars and the rapacious
interventions which U.S. imperialism has perpetrated in Asia, Africa, Latin America, the Middle
East, etc.
Of great importance for the preservation and
strengthening of our independence, the defence of
the homeland, and the victories of the revolution
is the principle expressed in the draft-Constitution
that the territory of the People's Socialist Republic
of Albania is inalienable and its borders are inviolable. Nobody has the right to sign or to accept
the capitulation or occupation of the country in
the name of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania. Any such act is condemned as treason to the
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homeland. Thus, from the constitutional viewpoint
as well, any act that would legalize the capitulation of the country to the enemy is invalid.
The provisions of the draft-Constitution affirm the categorical stand of our Party and our
people that the establishment of foreign bases and
the stationing of foreign troops within the territory
of the People's Socialist Bepublic of Albania is prohibited. This principle is of vital importance to
Albania, for it clearly and unequivocally expresses
the determination of the Albanian people and their
sovereign right to defend their country. At the
same time, this constitutional norm also expresses
the principled, internationalist, friendly foreign policy followed by socialist Albania, with the aim
that its territory will never, and under any circumstances, be used as a base for aggression against
other countries and peoples.
The juridical norms of the Constitution dealing
with the defence of the country and the victories
achieved have found a warm response in the hearts
of the heroic and patriotic Albanian people. ..Even
if we are a hundred years old, when the Party
sounds the alarm, we shall turn out without feeling our years, standing as straight as the rifles in
our hands with which we shall defend our homelandt, wrote some veterans, fired rvith enthusiasm
and patriotism, after acquainting themselves with
the Constitution of the People's Socialist Republic
of ,Albania.
To defend the independence of the country in
the economic field, to keep the socialist economic
order and the soeialist ownership of the means of
production inviolate, the draft-Constitution affirms
that, in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania,
the granting of concessions, the setting up of foreign economic and financial companies and institutions, or participation in joint ventures with the
l:rourgeois or revisionist capitalist monopolies and
states, as well as taking credits from them are proIeibited.
U.S. imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism
and their lackeys express <<concern>> about how socialist Albania will live and develop relying on its
own forces without taking credits from the capitalists.
We shall advance on the basis of our own
strength. Time and the undeniable reality of our
country, the great achievements in the economy,
education and eulture have confirmed this determination.
We have different concepts about aid in the
form of credits that a state receives from abroad.
On one hand there is the aid granted by a fraternal
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socialist.state and, on the other, the credits provided
by the imperialists, social-imperialists and capitalists. The former is fraternal disinterested aid, free
of political pressure, not linked with passing circumstances, whereas the aim of credits provided
by imperialisrn, social-imperialism and world capitalism, in whatever form they are given, is to
violate the freedom, independence and sovereignty
of the peoples of different countries, by putting
them under continuous political pressure.
Our country has never accepted and never
will accept such enslaving credits which are nothing
else but forms of neo-colonialism. The new Constitution leaves no way open to equivocation or interpretation to the detriment of the freedom, independence, sovereignty, and defence of the homeland. At the same time, it does not infringe upon
the rights of any other state. The Constitution does
not allow any state or individual to meddle in the
internal affairs of our country and, vice-versa, does
not allow our state of the dictatorship of the proletariat to interfere in the internal affairs of any
other country.
A socialist state like ours with its most democratic Constitution cannot fail to be on good friendly
terms with the peoples of the world.
Our Constitution is not a Constitution that
brings about the isolation of the country, as some
people claim, but on the contrary, it arouses love
and respect among nations and democrats, among
progressive people and states.
In many of its articles, the draft-Constitution
embodies the Marxist-Leninist principle that socialist democracy is inseparable from the dictatorship of the proletariat, that only through the complete implementation of broad democracy for the
u,orking _people can the dictatorship of the proletariat be preserved and consolidated, and that only
this dictatorship can ensure genuine democracy for
the masses of the people.
In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
all state power stems from the working people and
belongs to them. The working class, the working
peasantry, and the other working people can exercise their constitutional rights in governing the
country not only through the representative organs,
but also directly.
i The spirit of socialist democracy thoroughly
pervades the entire structure of our socialist state,
ranging from the people's councils of the lowest
instances to the highest organ of state power, which
is the People's Assembly. In carrying out their activity, the representative organs and the other state
organs rely on the creative initiative of the work-
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ing peoplc and the social organizations and render
account to the people.
A vivid and concrete expression of the leading role of the working class and socialist democracy in action is the right of the working class,
uuder the leadership of the Party, to exercise control over the activity of state organs, economic and
soeial organizations and the working people, which
is sanctioned in thc Constitution. The workers'
control is a component part of the line of the rnasses
and not only constitutes a basic principle of the
activity of the Party and State, but also expresses
a distinctive and characteristic feature of our socialist reality.
Most constitutions of capitalist countries,
rvhere the savage dictatorship of the bourgeoisie
prevails, as well as the constitutions of the countlies ruled by the revisionists, abound in democratic
phrases, hut behind their beautiful words and
ernpty promises of ..freedom>>, <<equalityn, ..justicen,
etc. lurks the violence of exploiting classes and
ruling cliques which is exerted over the working
people.

Today the masses of the working people in
the four corners of the earth are struggling to
achieve democratic rights and freedoms. As
Lenin said, they want to gain not just the promise
of freedom, not freedom on paper, but genuine
freedom. VYhenever the masses demand the enactment of constitutional norms which are proclaimed
only to deceive them, their efforts are immediately
labelled as activities which endanger the state and
political order, and are suppressed with fire and
sword. This reality confirms the correct MarxistLeninist thesis that wherever the dictatorship of
the proletariat has not yet triumphed, or where
it has been abolished, the lnasses of the working
people cannot enjoy truly democratic rights and
Ireedoms.

In our socialist homeland, through the implementation of socialist democracy, citizens have
been guaranteed by law rights which they enjoy
in reality, because in our country there is no gulf
between the law and the reality. Such rights are,
in particular, the equality oI citizens before the law
regardless of sex, race, nationality, education, social position, and material situation; the right to
elect and to be elected to all the organs of state
power; the right to work and rest after work; the
right to the necessary means of livelihood in old
age, in case of illness or loss of ability to work;
the guarantee of medical services free of charge, as
well as of treatment in the health institutions of the
country; the right to education; the right to join
various organizations, which act in the political,
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economic, and cultural fields, as well as in any
other field in the life of the country; the right to
present demands, complaints, suggestions and proposals to the competent organs about individual, social and state problems, as well as many other rights
rvhich are reeognised by our fundamental law and
the other laws. Albania is the first country in the
world to do away with all taxes.
Lil<ewise, the draft-Constitution not only proclaims the rights of national minorities but also
provides that any infringement of these rights is
condemned by law.
Corresponding to the many fundamental rights
that the state guarantees our citizens are their
duties, which at the same time, are also an honour
for them. Citizens have the duty to respect the
Constitution and other laws of the country; to protect and strengthen the socialist order and to implement the rules of socialist communal life; to defend
and strengthen socialist property and to take a
conscientious attitude towards work; to defend the
socialist homeland, and in this connection, to engage
in universal military service and continuous military training. In Albania everybody is a soldier,
always fully prepared to defend his socialist homeland and the great victories of our people's revolution.
In opposing the class struggle, the dictatorship
of the proletariat and the leading role of its party,
with a view to defending the capitalist order and
justifying the restoration of the bourgeois order
there where it has been overthrown, the enemies
of freedom and socialism ..theoretizetr about ..democratic socialism", ..socialism with a hunran facen,
and a return to the democracy lost by the exploiting classes and the enemies of the people.
As has been pointed out, in our country the
citizens are guaranteed all the rights recognised
by the Constitution and the other laws, but the path
has been closed, and will always remain closed,
to the enemies of our state and social order to do
even the slightest harm to the interests of the people, the homeland, and socialism. With us there has
not been, is not, and will never be, freedom of
action for the enemies. Defending this line of the
Party, the draft-Constitution prohibits the setting
up of any organization of a fascist, anti-democratic,
religious, or antisocialist character; prohibits fascist, antidemocratic, religious, warmongering, or
anti-socialist propaganda or activity, as well as the
incitement of national and racial hatred. In this
stand our Party proceeds from the teaching of Lenin who said: .<Together with a very broad extension of democracy which, for the first time, becomes
democracy for the poor. .. and not democracy for
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the rich, the dictatorship of the proletariat brings
a series of restrictions of freedom for the oppressors, the exploiters and capitalists".
The rights of citizens are indivisible from the
Iulfilment of the duties, and they cannot be exercised in opposition to the socialist order. The rights
and duties of citizens are in unity and are built
on the basis of reconciling the interests of the individual with those of the socialist society, always
giving priority to the general interest. The development of socialist society leads to an ever better
integration of personal and social interests, for, as

Marx wrote, socialist society creates conditions such
that the free development of each is a condition
for the free development of all.
In regard to the economic order, too, the draftConstitution reflects the fundamental principles of
the economic policy of the party and legalizes those
aspects of the system of socialist relations of prod.uction which constitute the essential features of
true socialism.
On a juridical plane, the draft-Constitution
proclaims that the means of production are socia-

tions that still exist in our society is being brought
about.
Because

the socialist ow-ne
of production constitutes the
the socialist economie order, th
proelaims as a constitutional norm the duty of
the state to defend this ownership.
Personal property, too, whieh consists of in_
come from work and other lawful sources and

our country. The proclamation of the Iand as state
property does not mean the slightest change in the
relations that exist today and that stem from its
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heing given to the agricultural cooperatives or
cial organizations for social use.

so-

Comrade deputies,
Besides these principles ancl norms which I
rnentioned briefly, as you know, the draft-Constitution also sanctions many other principles and
norms of importance for the construction and the
functioning of the entire political, social, economic,
cultural, etc., life of our country, such as those that
regulate the social-economic order, the relations of
ownership and distribution, the planned development of the economy, the relations between cadres
and the masses. between the state and society, the
principle of the unity of the state power, democratic centralism, socialist law, etc.
These principles and norrns, sanctioned in the

draft-Constitution, give a full picture of our so_
cialist society that is forging ahead on the basls
of the principles of Marxism-Leninism, which have
heen completely confirmed in our revolutionary
praetice. The new Constitution will be the main
sburce and the basis of our future legislation. Its
adoption should mark the starting point for new
rvork for the further improvement of the principal
Iaws of our state.
First of all in this context come the various
codes, which have played an important role but
u,hich have now become outdated in some directions, and therefore should be revised so that they
respond better to the requirements of the p""r"rt
stage.

Comrade deputies,

Our socialist regime is the regime of thc working class, its dictatorship, which has its social basis in the unbreakable alliance between the working class and the cooperativist peasantry, the regime of genuine revolutionary demoeracy. fn a regime such as ours the people have taken their fate
in their own krands and govern the country.
The new Constitution reflects, develops, and
defends these great ideas. The great strength of
our people lies in these ideas and in their implementation. The foundation of these ideas and of
the correct and resolute actions is the correct policy which the Albanian State follows in the international arena and which the peoples and progressive individuals understand and respect. Our policy is honoured and respected, for it is characterized
by goodwill towards other states and the desire
for the existence of good relations on the hasis
of the recognised principles of equality, respect for
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state sovereignty and territorial integrity, non-interference in each other's internal affairs and mutual benefit. We are going against the imperialist
and revisionist current. Our current is the revolution and the destruction of the capitalist order,
rvhich will be replaced by socialism and communism, the classless society. This society is the future of mankind, which will be built through class
struggle, with bloodshed and sacrifice. But it will
be built. Imperialism and social-imperialism are in
decay. Socialism will triumph, the world and mankind will be saved from these plagues.
The approval of the new Constitution is a
great event in the history of our people, a step of
major importance in their struggle for the construction of their socialist society. Based entirely on the

Marxist-Leninist principles implemented in a
creative way by our glorious Party and being a
scientific synthesis of our revolutionary experience,
the Constitution of the People's Socialist Eepublic
of Albania is a document of great theoretical antl
practical importance which will serve the complete
and successful construction of socialism in our country.
Carrying out the great tasks set by the Tth Congress of the Party, our heroic people, who are
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building their life undaunted by the imperialist
encirclement, will carry the construction of socialism further forward, will further strengthen
the defence of their homeland. In their Constitution, the people will find fresh inspiration for still

greater victories to make Albania stronger and more
prosperous, to guarantee socialism and the homeland against any danger, wherever it may come
from.
The broad masses of our people have now had
their say on the new Constitution. Faithfully carrying out the mandate of the people, I invite you,
comrade deputies, to adopt the Constitution of the
People's Socialist Republic of Albania unanimously
and enthusiastically, the Constitution that embodies
the true features of triurnphant socialism, the freedom-loving and courageous spirit of our people, the
wise Marxist-Leninist line of our Party.

LONG LIVE OUR HEROIC PEOPLE!
LONG

LIVE

THE GLORIOUS PAETY OF

LABOUR OF ALBANIA!

LONG LI\TE OUR STATE OF THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT!

I

THE GREAT ROTE

AilD

FORCE

OF THE PEASAI{TRY

lil soclAusT
S0CIETY

byLENKAqu.o

LOYAL TO TIIE END TO THE INTERESTS OF THE WOEKING CLASS
AND THE MASSES OF THE OTHEE WORKING PEOPLE OF OUR COUNTRY'
THE PARTY OF LABOUR OF ALBANIA HAS ALWAYS HAD A PROPER
APPRECIATION OF THE PLACIi, ROLE AND THE GBEAT STIIENGTTI OF
THE PEASANTRY IN THE SOCIALIST SOCIETY' *OUR PtrASANTRY> SAID
ooMRADE ENVER HOXHA AT THE ?TH 0ONGRESS OF THE PARIY, ..DESERVES EVERYTIIING THAT HAS BEEN AND IS BEING DONE FOR TIIE
PBOGRESS AND PROSPERITY OF THE COUN.IRYSIDE..
PBECISELY BECAUSE IT HAS ALWAYS HAD PROPER UNDERSTANDING
AND CORRECT ,dSSESSMENT OF THE EOLE AND GREAT STRENGTH OF
THE PEASANTBY ACCORDING TO THE IMMORTAL TEACHINGS OF MARXISM-LENINISM, RIGHT FROM ITS FOUNDING, THE PLA ISSUED THE
DIREPTIVE ABOUT STRENGTHENING THE ALLIANCE OF THE WORKING
CLASS WITH THE PEASANTRY, UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF THE WORIIING CLASS. ESPECIALLY, IN THE CONCRETE CONDITIONS OF TIIE DE'r'ELOPMENT OF ALBANIA, WHERE ABOUT 85 PER CENT OF THE POPULATIoN WERE PEASANTS, IT wAS NATUBAL AND ABSoLUTELY NECES.
SARY THAT THE WORKING CL,S,SS SHOULD BE LINKED IN A CLOSE
ALLIANCE WITH THE PEASANTRY. AS EARLY AS THE YEABS OF THE
GLORIOUS EPIC OF THE ANTI-FASCIST NATIONAL LIBERATION WAR, THE
PLA LINKED THE PEASANTRY CLOSELY WITH THE WORIilNG CLASS
AND GAVE THEIR ALLIANCE CLEAR POLITTC.A"L OBJECTIVES.
The role of the peasantry in the Anti- crifices in this lvar. Its dearest pos{ascist National Liberation war, lrnde:: sessions it put at the disposal of the
the leadership of the working class Party and the war fo'r liberation.
With the triumph of the people's reancl its Party, was great and irreplaand the establishment of the
volution
remained
thc
ceable. The countryside
peasantof the proletariat. the ageThe
struggle.
dict,atot-ship
main base of this
ry shed its blood and made great sa- o1d aspirations of the peasantry beit won its fleeAlterrwte Member oJ came reality, because
LENKA QUI(O
sucl-r n,latct'lal
and
1and,
the
dom
ancl
Bureau
of
C'entral
the
the Political
Committee of the PLA, First Secretary
and social conditions were ct'eated lol
ol the Partg Contrnittee for the Lushnja
it as to free it from the shackles of
District.

With the collectivizotion ol ogriculture,
the ollionce ol the working closs with the peosontry,
under the leodership

ol the wolking closs, is put on new economic
sociol foundotions, reciprocol
cooperotion ond ossistonce between these

two closses, between
industry ond ogriculture, becomes
brooder becouse

sociolist

plirrate propert]r and to open the brilIiant perspectives of the socialist development to tl-re countryside.
In this way, the alliance of the work-

ing class with the peasantry, rvhich is
the social basis of the people's power,
of the unbreakable unity of the peop1e, and the defence of the country,
assumed a neu: development and became even stlonger in the post-liberation years. The consistent implementation by the PLA and the socialist
state of a broad program of an aI1round political and ideological, economic and social-cultural character, has

Ied to profound revolutionary changes
in the countryside and to the enrichment of the alliance of the working
class and the peasantry both

and

in

in

content

form.

With the Land Refor.m, which

was

carrled out immediately following the
Liberation under the leadelship of the
Party, the labouring peasantry saw its
dream of having its own land and shak-

ing off for ever the heavy yoke of the
oppression and exploitation by the bey
and agha come true. 21,544 landless
peasant famllies and 48,66T peasant families with little land benefitted from
the Land Relorm. From a total of

it is entirely ploced on

boses

172,659 hectares expropriated, about 90

pel cent, or 155,000 hectares, r,vere distributed to the peasants.
The People's Pot,er gave the Iabouling peasantrv great assistance for
the development of agriculture and the
continuous improvement of living conditions in the countr5rside. It macle in'rrestments for mechanization, Iand improvement, irrigation and breaking in
new land, to assist with chemical fertilizers. selected seeds, pedigree livestock,
and quallfied cadres, etc. For example,
state investments in tl-re sector of agricultnte in 1975 u-ere 14.8 times greater
than in the ),ear 1950 The use of chemical fertilizers (active substance) (in
1938 they r,vere almost unknou,'n ln our
country) 'ul,as increased 397 times over
in 1975 in comparison with 1950.
Education and cultur.e were greatly
extended. The number of pupils of full-

time and pat't-time B-year schools in
the countryside in 19?0, as against
1938, was 13 times greater. In 1975 the
number of cadres of higher training in
the agricultural cooperatives was incleased 3.4 fold as against 1970, and
the number of cadres with medium

training 2.2 fold.
The labourlng peasantry of our- coun-

try, on lts part. has always honourably
carried out its tasks as the ally of the
working class in the struggle for the
construction of the ner,r, socialist society. The whole life of the country is
a clear testimony to the fact that after
Liber-ation, too, the role of our patriotic peasantry and its contribution to
the reconstruction and development of
the country are very great. Without

this role and contribution by our revolutionary peasantrv, the 1oyal aIly of

the working

class and the Party, the

dictatorship of the proletariat could
not have been consolidated and protected. Despite the poverty it had inherited from the past, the peasantrl,
kept the country supplied rvith bL'ead
and other agricultural and livestock
products, poured out its srveat for the
reconstructlon of roads, bridges, houses,

and those few burnt-out factories. At
fir'st, the development of industr.v also

required that the countryside should

make its contribution in manpo\\'er,
monetary and material means, agricultural raw materials, etc. And, with
a lofty revolutionary spirit and exem-

plary readiness, our peasantry accompllshed its task for the industrialization
of the country. As comrade Enver Hoxha
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stressed at the ?th Congress of the
Party, from the ranks of tbe peasantry,
the new working class emerged. With
the passage of time, when the industry
had been set up and grown stronger,
it became a great support for the development of agriculture and the countryside. Industry began to supply agriculture and the countryside with more
industrial goods necessary for reproduction and mass consumption, for increasing agricultural products and raising the material wellbeing and cultural

level of the peasantry.
But what was to mark another radical turning point in the life of the
Albanian peasantry and countryside,
rvas the setting of agriculture on the
road of socialist development. The PLA
showed great maturity in the solution
of this problem. It worked patiently
but persistently, to convince the labouring feasantry to take the road of
collectivization voluntarily, to renounce
private property, to take a road that
was new and unknown to it. So the
first agricultural cooperatives were set
up. The first sparks of the cooperativist
movement were the Upper Krutja co-

operative and that of Sarava in the
Lushnja District, the Dobrag cooperatlve in the Shkodra District, etc. Following their example, agricultural cooperatives were set up everywhere in

for they were estabIished entirely on socialist foundabroadened further,
tions.

With the aim of the furtl-rer dcvelop
ment of the cooperativist order, of its
continuous strengthening, of implanting the spirit of collectivism deeper and

deeper among the peasantry,

and

strengthening the alliance of the worhing class with the peasantry, the Party, in accord with the free will of the
peasants, took measures to turn the
economically strong cooperatives of the
plains into higher type cooperatives,
which today occupy 23 per cent of the
arable land of the country. These cooperatives have demonstrated a series
of advantages: they have achieved a
high level of productivity in agricultural and livestock products, have stepped
up the rates of increase of production, and the stability of these rates is
being reinforced from one year to another.

The policy of the Party of Lai:our
of Albania in regard to the countr"yside has ahva5's been correct, firmly
based on the teachings of MarxismLeninism, and in conformity rvith the
concrete conditions of the country and
the socialist construction. The PLA has
nerrer allowed the countryside to be
underrated, industry to be developed
at the expense of agriculture, the city

our country. By its experience of 1iIe,
by the great urork of explanation by
the Party, from the trust it had formed
in the correct policy of the Party,
by the results achieved by the first
agricultural cooperatives, the peasantry
was convinced of the benefits of collectivization, seeing it as the only road
that could save it from any kind of
exploitation and lead it towards the nev"'

to advance to the detliment of the vilIage, and the countrl,side to becot-ue
depopulated. Its aim has ahvays been
that industry and agriculture should
develop together in harmony, that city

socialist life.

Party has been guided by the principle

With the collectivization of agriculture, the alliance of the working class
rvith the peasantry, under the leadership of the working c1ass, was put on
new economic and social foundations.
Now the collaboration and mutual as-

that *socialism cannot be built in city only, nor with the working class
alone, but it is also built in the countryside, for the peasantry, too-. While
struggling for the development of agriculture on the plains, the PLA has
never neglected the rapid development
of agriculture in the mountainous atld

sistance between these two classes, bet-

ween

industry and agriculture

were

and countryside should advance together, that the working class and the
should raise the level of
their wellbeing shoulder to shoulder
with each other. In this matter the
peasantry

TOD
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of this
policy
on all
correct Marxist-Leninist
these problems has had and still has
gleat importance for the strengthening
of the alliance of the working class
with the peasantry, for the strengthen-

hilly

areas. The implementation

ing of the dictatorship of the proletariat
and the defence potential of the countr1z,

in any situation our country may

with by the savage imperialist-revisionist encirclement and

be confronted
l:lockade.

A totally different picture presents
itself in the countries ruled by the
lenegade revisionist cliques. In the Soviet Union and the other former socialist countries, where the victories
the peasantry had won have been total1y liquidated, capitalist relations of
a special type have been established
and the development of the countryside has been left to the spontaneous
operation of the laws of capitalism.
With their notorious theories about the
..complex mechanization of agricul1u1g+, the creation of the ..industrial
societv-, etc. the modern revisionists
try to justify the depopulation of the
countryside and the savage exploitation

to rvhich it is

subjected bY the new

revisionist bourgeoisie.
In Albania today, agriculture faces
very important tasks for its rapid de-

of intensification and modernization. The principal task of agriculture in the 6th fivel,ear plan is to consolidate the great
velopment on the road

victory achieved in making the country
totally self-sufficient in bread grain.
This is a task of great political, economic, and strategic importance. The
continuous securing

of all the

bread

grain required from home production
and the fulfilment of the other targets
facing agriculture, largely determine
also the futfilment of targets in the
other branches of the economY, the
raising of the general wellbeing of the
people, and the strengthening of the de-

fence potential of the country. Therefore the PLA continues to carry out

all-round work to make the cooperativist peasantry increasingly aware of
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the exceptional importance oi the rapid development of agriculture. The
struggle for the further intensification
of agriculture is a struggle for the
complete construction of socialism and
the strengthening of the political and
economic independence of the country,
a struggle to smash the savage imperialist and revisionist encirclement and
blockade. In this struggle, the cooperativist peasantry will have, as always,
the unsparing assistance of its al1y, the
working class, and the socialist state,
which will take aIl the measures necessary to fu),ly implement the directive
of the Party to deepen the great revolutionary movement, ..Agriculture
the Coneern of A11 the People>. The
common efforts of the cooperativist
peasantry and the working class for
the development and further intenslfication of agriculture constitute the
number one task today to make the
militant alliance between them strongel
and stronger.
One of the key problems that the
PLA has always tried to solve correctly for the strengthening of the alliance of the working class with the
peasantry has been and remains the
narrowing of distinctions between city and countryside. The decision of the
Central Committee of the PLA and of
the Council of Ministers of the past
year marked a new step in the further
reduction of these distinctions. On the
basis of this decision, the cooperativist
peasantry gained more than 140 million
leks.

A meaningful index of the rise

of
the countryside is the con-

wellbeing in
siderable increase

there. In

1975

in the population
the rural populatlon

reached the level of 1,528,100, as against
880,400 in 1938. Along u,ith the increase in population the per capita in-

come

of

peasant population has also

gone up. Many problems of a social and
cultural character have found a solution through the use of social funds.

for cooperativists have been
raised, further narrowing their dif-

Pensions
ferences

with those of the working peo-
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ple of the town. Maternity leave and
childbirth benefits for rvomen cooperativists, too, are paid by the state.
The PLA has never regarded the differences in real per capita incomes
existing today between city and countryside as a privilege for the city that
must be preserved. On the contrary,
it has seen these distinctions as a temporary phenomenon, caused by the objective conditions of the great economic
and social backwardness that the Albanian countryside inherited from the

past, as

a

phenomenon that is being
overcome step b]z step within the pos-

sibilities created by the development
of our economy. Furthermore, the PLA
has never considered the narrowing of
these distinctions as a..concessiono that

the city should make to the countryside, or a ..sacrifice" that the working
class should make for the benefit of
the peasantr-r,, but as a law of the
complete construction of socialism.
'"ritl-rout damaging the standard of living of the townspeople. In order to
further narrow the differences between
city and countryside, the coming fiveyear plan envisages that the rate of
increase in the real per capita income
in the countryside will be three times
higher than in the city.
Both the cooperativist peasantry and
the working class face mutual tasks for
ceaseless strengthening of their
alliance. By working with might and

the
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must be taken to drarv the peasantry
ever more actively into the class struggle, into all the political, economic, and

social life of the country, to educate
it politically and ideologically, to more

and more consolidate cooperativism,
rooting out all hang-overs of the feeling of private property, of the pettybourgeois psychology, of pursuing narrow personal interest, etc. which
still have stpong roots in the countryside.

The working class, for its part, makes

its contribution to the

continuous

strengthening of the alliance with the
peasantry, both by increasing its care

and direct

assistance

for

agriculture

and the countryside, and, in general, by
carrying out all its tasks, everywhere it
lvorks, in a revolutionary spirit, by producing more mineral, more steel, rnore
power, more mass consumption goods,
etc. In this way it unceasingly strengthens the material-technical base of socialism, for the ceaseless allround development of city and countryside, ever
better fulfilling the material and cultu-

ral

needs of the coopetativist peasantry
and the whole people. In this process, the
alliance of the working class with the
peasantry becomes more steel-like, their

mutual trust increases and grows
stronger so that they march together,
shoulder-to-shoulder, under the leader-

ship of the Party, on the road of the

tural front, for the production of bread
grain in the first place, the peasantry
makes its contribution to reinforcing

complete construction of socialism.
To have a lofty concept and a thorough knowledge of the content of the
alliance of the working class with the
cooperativist peasantry means to oonsistently implement the line of the PLA

the economic independence of the coun-

for the strengthening of the dictator-

tl-v, to the further strengthening of
our socialist Homeland ancl its abilitv
to defend i.tself.
The further strengthening of the alliance between the lvorking class and
the cooperativist peasantry also requlres, as comrade Enver Hoxha
stlessed at the ?th Congress of the

ship of the proletariat, for the complete
construction of socialism in city and

main, with revolutionary drive, to

ac-

complish the great tasks on the agricul-

PLA, that any manifestation of distrust

of the city by the countryside must
be combatted, and that special care

countryside, as well as for the defence
of the country. Proceeding on this cor-

rect and proven road, under the wise
and far-sighted leadership of the Party, the role and the great revolutionary strength of the peasantry in the socialist society will be further increased
and its alliance with the working class

will

become more steeled.

-

The 5th Session of the 8th Iegisloture
of the People's Assembly
From 27th to 29th of December 1976
the Bth Legislature of the People's Assembly of the People's Socialist Repu-

blic of Albania held its 5th Session in
Tirana.

Although this $,aJ, a normal

it
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had exceptional importance.

session,

It

adop-

ted the New Constitution of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania and
approved the 6th five-year plan for
the derzelopment of the economy and
culture of the People's Socialist Republic of Albanla.
The session had the following agenda:

C:)

1.
The adoption of the draftConstitution of the People's Socialist
Republic of Albania.

b

- The report of the Council of
Ministers *On the Draft 6th Five-year
Plan for the Development of the Eco-

e

{-

-,

2.

nomy and Culture of the people,s

So-

cialist Republ.ic of Albania for the
Years 1976-1980, and the Draft State
Plan and Budget for the year 19ZT-.
3.
- The adoption of the B1II on
the 6th Five-yeat' PIan for the Development of the Economy and Culture of

the People's Socialist Republic of Albania for the Years 1976-1980.
4.
- The adoption of the BiIl on
the State Plan for the Development of
the Economy and Culture of the PeopIe's Socialist Republic of Albania for
the year 1977.
5.
The adoption of the Bill on ihe
State Budget for the year 1977.
6.
- The approval of the decrees issued by the Presidium of the People's
Assembly.
7.
On

a change in the composition of the Pr-esidium of the People's
Assembly and the Attorney-General's
Office.

Concerning the first issue o,n the
agenda, the report was dellvered by
the First Secretary of the Central Committee of the PLA, the Chair-man of
the Special Commission of the People's
Assembly for drafting the new Constitution, comrade Enver Hoxha.

His speech, which we are publishing

in full in this

issue, was frequently
interrupted by cheering and stormy applause from the deputies and the numerous guests who filled the hall, the
boxes and the galleries of the People's
Assembly.
There rvere many contributions to the
discussion on comrade Enver Hoxha's

report and the draft Constitution. The deputies highly appraised
the work done by the Commission
and assessed the new draft-Constitution as an excellent embodiment of the
fundamental teachings of the doctrine of scientific socialism, of Marx,
Engels, Lenin and Stalin, defended by

the Party of Labour of Albania with
unflinching determination and consistently implemented in a creative way
in the concrete conditions of our country.
Then the new draft
Constitution
was read and unanimous).y
adopted
by the deputies, in principle, article
by article, and in its entirety. This
important event was hailed with enthusiasm by all the deputies and the
entire Albanian people.
The report on the second issue on
the agenda was delivered by the Vicechairman of the Council of Ministers
and the Chairman of the State Planning Commission, Petro Dode.
After dealing in detail with the fulfilment of the 5th five-year plan for
the development of the national economy and culture for the years 1971-1975,
and with the 6th flve-year plan for the
development of the national economy
and culture for the years 1976-1980
(with which the report of the Member
of the Political Buleau of the Central
Committee of the PLA and Chairman
of the Council of Mlnisters of the

a detailed summary of which was published in ..Albania Today-, No 6/1976,
also dealt extensivel)1, Petro Dode
presented to the Assembll, 11r" resrtltr
PSRA, comrade Mehmet Shehu,

of the fulfiln-rer-rt of the plan for 1976,
the first year o1 the 6th live-year plan,
and the principal targets of the draftplan and draft-budget for the Year
L977.

..Untler the learlership of the Party,
the masses of our working people, mobilizetl as never before to greet the
?th Congress of the Party, the 35th anniversary of its founding and the great
celebrations of November with great
achievementsn, he said, ..scored impor'tant new victories in the fulfilment of

the target of the plan for the year
19?6, which is also the first year of
the 6th five-year plan.
It is forecast that total industrial
production will be fulfillerl according
to plan and, in a number of products,
it will be overfulfilleil. Thc heroic efforts of the working class to give the
people and the Homelancl one of the
most imporf ant projects of our people's economy, the Elbasan Metallurgical Combine, were crowned with a
great success. This year, for ihe first
time in our country, pig iron antl steel
of the Albanian brand were produced.
When this big project is completed and
fully commissioned, it will ereate still
greater possibilities for the further development of our socialist economy.
Correctly understanding

the

impor-

tant tasks laid tlown by the Party for
agriculture, with unprececlentecl mobilizatiola at work in 1976 the cooperativist peasantry and the other workers
of agriculture achieved a victory of
great historic significancc by fulfilling
all the needs of the people and the economy for bread grain with local production, The targets envisaged by the

plan for the year 1976 for the production of bread grain will be fulfilled

with

success.

Further increases are forecast in other
agricultulal and livestock products also. Increases this year, as against 19?5
will be: potatoes about 18 per cent,
sugar beet about 9 per cent, vegetables
about 9 per cent, meat about 11 per

cent, eggs about 8 per cent, etc.
The volume of state construction

worli will be realized 97 per

cent,

r'vith a rise of over 14 per cent as
against f975. The plan of goocls and
p&ssengcr transpolt will be fulfilled 100

per cent, the plan of the goods turnovcr in rctail trade 100 per cent, whereas it is forecast that export targets
will be fulfilletl 99 Per cent.
The targets of the plan for 1976 are
expected to be fulfilletl also in the
sectors of ealucation, culture, the health

plant, the Daper mill at Lezh&, many
irrigation projects, etc.
Increased targets are envisaged also
goods an-l passengers, in the turnover of goods in retail
trade, in increasing the protluctivity of

in the transport of

labour,

in reducing costs, as well as
of etlucation, cul-

service, etc.

in the

As a result of the fulfilment of the
principal targets of the plan of 1976
antl of the struggle to further strengthen the regime of savings in all tlirections, the income envisaged by the
state bualget rvill be realized 100 per
cent, and expencliture about 96 Per

ture and health.

cent.

The draft-plan and the tlraft-butlget
tor the year 19?7 have been drawn up
on Jhe basis of the fulfilment of the
targets for 1976 and those envisaged
in the draft-plan for the 6th five year
period.

In 197? total industrial prodnction
will increase 9.3 per cent over the expected results of the 1976 plan. For
some important items this increase

will

be as follows: coal 20 per cent, rolled
steel about 67 per cent, caustic soda
88 per cent, electric power 22 per cent,
cement 1r[ per cent, urea 123 per cent,
sugar about 5 per cent, cheese by about
15 per cent, etc,
Total agricultural production is expected to increase 13.8 per cent as
against the expected fulfilment of the
plan of 19?6, whereas the production
of bread and potatoes will go uP 11
per cent, sugar beet 8 Per cent, cotton 20 per cent, sunflower 15 per cent,
vegetables 22 per cent, meat 1l Per
cent, milk 12 per ccnt, eggs 13 per cent,
etc.

During 19?7 the material-technical
of agriculture will be further
strengthened, in the tlirections of the
extension of the area under irrigation
and the systematization of land as
well as mechanization, increased chemical fertilizers, and the breaking-in
of new land.
In 19?7 the volume of state investments will rise by 14 per cent. Many
new projects will be completed and
commissioned, such as the Yalias colliery, the copper ore enrichment plant
in Fush6-Arr6s, the iron:nickel mine
at Prrenjas, the ..Enver" engineering
base

development

The tlraft-builget for 197?

envisages

an income of 7 billion 700 million leks,

an increa.se of 4 per cent as against
that of 1976, antl expenaliture of 1
billion 600 million leks. Thus the
tlraft-butlget envisages a surplus of 100
million leks of income over expentliture.

Turnover tax in the internal sectors
of the economy is envisaged to increase
by about 69 million leks as against that
of 19?6. Income from the Profits of
economic enterprises is envisaged to be
1.4 per cent higher than in 19?6'
The bulk of the expenditure will be
channelled towards financing the people's economy. It will make up 62'6 per
cent ot the total expenditure of the
budget. 23.4, pu cent of the total expenditure of the butlget will be utilized for social and cultural measures.
The ilraft state budget also envisages the necessary funds to increase the
defence potential of the country and
maintain the state administrative apparatus.

This was a summary of the targets
of the draft state plan antl budget for
the year 1977.
Comrade tleputies,

Albania, our countty, is living in
the atmosphere of a new powerful upsurge of the revolutionary drive of the
masses,

of their creative initiative

revolutionary movements.

Under

and
the

leatlership of the party organizations,
the working masses of city antl countryside, the state and economic organs
have set to work in a militant spirit
to study, master, and imPlement the
decisions of historic importance of the
?th Congress of the Party, and the teachings of comraale Enver Hoxha. Guirled by the illuminating ideas of the
Congress, the working collectives of
city antl countrysiale are analysing and
concretizing the tasks and measures for
the implementation of the direetives of

the Party

in the fieltl of the economib

and social development of the country,
to deepen the class struggle in atl
fieltls against alien manifestations, to
further strengthon the tlictatorship of

the proletariat anal the defence poten-

tial of our

socialist Homeland.
In order to fulfil the tasks set by the

?th Congress of the Party successfully,
thc Council of Ministers has instructed
the state and economic organs that they
must have a thorough understanding of
the situation and keep it well in mind,
so that under the militant slogan of
the Farty: *Work, struggle and live
as under siege*, the level of organiza-
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tion and rnanagement of the economy
will be continuously raisecl and, in the
future, too, they wiII forge ahead, successfully overcoming any enemy blockade and difficulty we may face as a
consequence of the influence of the
economic-financial crisis of the capi.
talist and revisionist world,'.
In conclusion, comrade petro Dode
once more expressed the conviction of
the Council of Ministers that the targets of the 1977 plan and those of the
five-year plan are realistic and completely attainable although they would

require great and all-round mobilization by all the working people.
There was a great deal of discussion
about the report of the pouncil of Ministers presented by comrade Petro
Dode.

In

conclusion the People's Assembly

unanimously approved the Law on the
6th five-year plan for the development
of the economy and culture of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania for

the years

1976-1980,

the Law on

the

state plan for the development of the
economy and culture of the People's
Socialist Republic of Albania for the
year 1977, as well as the Law on the
state budget for the year 1977, according to items 3,4 and 5 of the agenda.
The People's Assembly also approved the decrees promulgated by the

Presidium of the People's Assembly according to item 6 of the agenda, and
some changes in the composition of
the Presidium of the People's Assembly
and the Attorney-General's Office of
the People's Socialist Republic of Alba-

nia according to item 7 of the agenda.
This brought the 5th Session of the
Bth Legislature of the People's Assem-

bly to a

close.

of successesr
of perspectives
The Albanian people, old and young,
celebrated the New Year happily in
the traditional way. For many days be-

meeting and concert halls, and in the
squares and parks for several days on

fore, all Albania had been decorated
for this popular celebration. Red and
national flags and large banners with
slogans hailing the working people and
w.ishlng them further successes at work
in the New Year 1977 rn'ere flying over
aII the main squares and streets oI
the cities and villages of the country.

The organs of trade, too, had taken
measures to supply the working people with extra foodstuffs, fruit, poul-

in centres of work and
production, agricultural cooperatives
Everywhere,

and army units, in schools and various

institutions,

special afternoon

and

evening functions were organized as
part of the celebrations. The various

cultural and artistic institutions

had

prepared special programs suitable to
the occasion which were performed in

end.

try, different drinks and srveets.
As usual, particular attention was
devoted to the children who are the
privileged ones in socialist Albania.
The creches, kindergarteas and schools
organized for them various parties
where the children were given all
sorts of presents. Very pleasant even-

ings for the children were organized
by the enterprises at which their parents work, too. Youngsters that had
distinguished themselves at school and
in the society were invited to big
functions organized on a district scale

Therc, were plentv child,ren's to17s

in our

shops

to

celebrate the Neus Yeat

by the trade union councils and the
committees of the Albanian Labour

of the Centra,l Council of the Trade
Unions of Albania, Rita Marko, the

Youth Union.
About 1,500 distinguished youngsters

First Secretary of the Central Commit-

of the Capital took part in the big

Union, Lumturi Rexha, etc., were also
present at this function.
The youngsters danced and Played
games for hours on end.
On New Year's Eve the entire AIba-

party organized just before New Year
in the great Palace of Culture. Leaders
of the Party and state, among them the
Member of the Political Bureau of the
Central Committee of the PLA and the
Vice-chairman of the Council of Ministers, Manush Myftiu, the Member of
the Political Bureau and the Chairman

tee of the Albanian Labour Youth

nian people were revelling. Thousands

of working people celebrated at evenings organized by the trade organs
in the best restaurants and the others

with family feasts' An atmosphere of
happiness and well-being prevailed,
and this for good reason. In welcoming
19??, the Albanian PeoPle looked back
at 1976 and saw with satisfaction that,

unlike the capitalist and revisionist
in which suffering and poverty, exploitation and terror prevaiIed, in socialist Albania things had

countries

gone well.

During 1976, for the first time, the
Albanian people succeeded in growing
all the grain they needed at home, the

first Albanian iron and steel were made, a number of new factories and
plants were built, production was increased in all the princ.ipal branches of
the economy. Thousands of apartments.
as well as many health, education and
cultural institutions were built. The
year 1976 gave the Albanian people
their new Constitution, which is the
most democratic and advanced Consti-

tution in the world. It sanctions the A1banian reality and opens brilliant and
assured prospects for the uninterrupted
development of the socialist revolution

and the complete construction of socialist society in Albania.
1976 was the year of the historic Zth
Congress of the Party of Labour of Al-
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bania, which dreu/ up the balance-sheet

of the successes

achieved during the

5th five-year plan and adopted the
directives for the 6th five-year plan
which will take Albania a long way
further on the road of socialism.
An event of great importance for
the Albanian people in 1976 was the
Decision of the Central Committee of
the Party and the Council of Ministers
of the People's Socialist Republic of
Albania on the reduction of higher saIaries, some improruements in ihe pay
system

of the working

people, and on

a number of measures to raise the economic, social and cultural level of the
peasahtry, which will bring about a
further narrowing of distinctions between the town and the countryside, as
rveI1 as a series of other important dectsrons

An lmportont Event
in the History of the Albonion People
On January 11th, 19.16 the Constituent Assembly that emerged from the
free elections of December 2nd, 1945,
proclaimed Albania

a

People's Repu-

blic. This was one of the most important events in the history of the Albanian people. After many struggles and
efforts, for the first time they had succeeded in building a truly democratic
people's state.

Every year the Albanian people celebrate January 11th joyfully, but in
this year's celebration they had greater
cause for joy than ever. This year January 11th found Albania more advanced on the road of socialism. The new
Constitution, which was unanimously
adopted by the People's Assembly on
December 28th, 1976 and which is a
synthesis of the socialist reality reflecting the trend of development of AIbania, the line of the Party of Labour of
Albania, its teachings and revolutionary experience, proclaimed it a people's Socialist Republic.
This year, too, there were many cultural-artistic activities and broad meet-

ings were organized throughout the
eountry to eommemorate the proela-

mation of the Republic and to emphasize the n-rajor victories achieved by
the Albanian people orzer the 31 years

of the Republic's existence.
In the capital a commemorative
meeting was organized by the Central
Committee of the Party of Labour oJ
Aibania, the Presidium of the People's
Assembly of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, the General Council
of tl-re Democratic Front of Albania,
and the Tirana District Committee of
the Party of Labour of Albania. Working people from r,vork and production
centres, representatives of mass organizations and various institutions, etc.,
were present at the meeting. The President of the Presidium of the People's
Assembly of the People's Socialist Re-

public of Albania, Haxhj Lleshi, the
Member of the Political Bureau and
the Secretary of the Central Committee
of the Party of Labour of Albania, Hekuran Isai, the Member of the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee and
the Vice-chairman of the Council of
Ministers, Adil Cargani, \ /ere also present.

The adclress

'uvas cleliverecl

ltv

the

Member of the Political Bureau of the
Central Committce of the Palty ot
Labour of Albania and the Vice-presiclent of the Presidium of the People's

Spiro Koleka.
..The proclamation of the People's
Republic of Albania u'as neither the
result of pa.rliamentary political combinations nor of decrees from above", he
saial among other things, *This historic act expressetl the will of a f rce
people whosc legendary sons ancl
tlaughters gave their lives as heroes
on the fields of battle in every part
of the country, o lay the foundations
of their state PotYer".
oFrom the first steps of the ormed
uprising, from the Peza Conferencc of
September 1942, together with the
foundations of the political union of
the people in the National Liberation
Front, the Party also laitl the foundations of the new revolutionary state
Assemb11,,

power. The national Iiberation councils,
as organs of state power increased, were strengthened and extended together
with the extension of the war. The Secondl National Liberation Conference
ai Labinot proclaimed the people's po-

wer of the national liberation councils
as the only people's power in Albania,
while at the First National Liberal,ion
Congress, that was hcltl in the town of
P6rmet on May 24th, 1944, the genuine
representatives of the people, democratically elected and from all parts of the
country, decided to create thc new Al-

banian state of pcople's clemocracy, burying the olcl regime of oppression ancl
exploitation once and for all. With the
triumph of the people's rcvolution and
the complete liberation of the country
on November 29th, 1944, the People
became masters of their own fate, our

country set out on the road of its allround and uninterrupted revolutionary development, the radiant epoch of
socialism".

*Looking at our countr.Y from the

height of the 3lst anniversary of the
proclamation of the Republic," Spiro
Koleka contlnued, <<we sec that it is
as different from what it rvas in the
past as night from clay' Albania was
the most backwartl country in Eurorre, the country of the wooden plough,
of itliteracy, of exferminatory tliseases,
of savage feudal-bourgeois and imperialist oppression and exploitation.

Now Albania is a flourishing socialstate, with advanced industry ancl
agriculture. Total industrial production

ist

toclay is more than 9? times higher
Jhan in 1938, so that industry accounts
for about 60 per cent of total industrial
ancl agricultural production, as against

8 per cent prior to Liberation' Today
our socialist intlustry meets more than
80 per cent of the neeils of the people
for mass consumer goods. Agricultural
production has increasetl about four
foltl in cotnparison with the pre-Liberation period, and is about two ancl a
half times greatcr than in 1960. The

Stru t t{otionol
Sociol ion

being made
comrades

f

or a meeting of

of the Brazilian

some

Communist

Party. As a result of an ensuing armed

the members of the Executive
Commission of the Centlal Committee
of the Brazilian Communist PartY,

comrade Pedro Pomar and Angelo Arrojo, and the member of the Central
Committee of the Party, Juan Batista

in the

fighting.

Some other comrades were arrested in
the street and imprisoned. Their fate

is

unknorvn.

..New, more magnificerrt pcrspectivcs

for the development of the plannecl socialist econorny have becn opened to
our country by the 6th five-year plan

which the People's Assembly recently
adopted on the basis of the directivcs
of the ?th Congress of the PartY. The
ncw five-year plan will ensurc the
continuation of the socialist construction of the country at a rapid rate, on
the course of its transformation into an
industrial-agrarian country, according
to the principle of self-reliance' It will
further strengthen the economic intle'
pendence of the country all-round, will
perfect the socialist relations of procluction anrl the entire superstructurc
in a revolutionary way, will make the
rlictatorship of the proletariat and the
defence potential of the homeland ever
stronger, raise the material and cultural
level of the people higher, and stcatlily
rctluce the clistinctions between town
and the countrYside>.

of the Central Commi.ttee of the Par'ty of Labour of Albania, sent the Central Committee of the Brazilian Communist Palty a telegram which reads:

clash,

Drumond, were ki1led

victory. And another great victory of
our Party ancl people has becn added
Jo this one - the Production of the
first Albanian steel. The local production of iron ancl steel has opcnecl new
and broader perspectives to the development of the productive forces, and
u,ill strengthcn our economic inilependcncc still more>.

In connection with this event, comrade Enver Hoxha, First Secretary

Rodiont Be
of the
ond

According to reports reaching the
Albanian Telegraph Agency, in the
middle of December 1976 a large number of troops of the Brazilian Second
Army surrounded one of the sectors
of the city of Sao Paolo inhabited by
tl-re poor r'vhere preparations lvere

procluction
lirst time in the
- for the of
all the brcad
country's l-ristory,
grain neecletl by the people is a great

Dear comrades,
with profound grief, we learnetl the
news of the heroic death of comrades
Pcdro Pomar and Angelo Arroio,
Members ol the Executive Commission
of the Central Committee' and comracle Juan Batista Drumonil, Member

of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Btazil. The news has
deoply grieved the Albanian commu-
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nists and our entire people, who greatly
respect and admire the sister Cornmu-

struggle for freedom, independence antl

nist Party of Brazil, its brave leaders
and militants, who are fighting bravely and with determination, without
sparing even thoir lives, tor the freeclom of the people, the inclependence
and democratic progress of the country, anrl the ideals of communism.
Thc cruel hilliug of comrades Petlro Pomar, Angelo Arrojo, and Juan
Batista Drurnond, as well as the arrest of othel comrades is an expression of the fury of thc fascist reaction
in Brazil, of the barbarous oppres-

On the othet' hand, ..ZEr.i i Popu11it-, organ o{ the Central Committee
of the Party of Labour of Albania,
published an editorial s,hich, among

sion by the military dictatorshitr
in the service of U,S. imperialism,
against the Brazilian people, against
thcir finest sons. patriots, and most

progressive people. This new wave of

reactionary violence shows the weakness of the fascist regime, which, to
prolong its existence, is trying to check

the revolt of the masses and drown it
in blood, turning the entire country

into a gloomy prison.
We will always preserve the memory
of the comrades fallen in the revolutionary struggle against the Brazilian
fascists. Especially unforgettable is the
mernory of our beloved comrade Pedro Pomar, one of the renownetl leatlers anil founders of the Communist
Party of Brazil, who was, at the same
time, a close friend of our Party and
a firm supporter of the struggle of
our people for the construction of soeialism. tlis visits to Albania have always been a special joy antl encouragc-

ment to us.
The loss suffered by the Communist
Party of Brazil is serious, but we are
tonvinced that no fascist violence, no

torror or repression whatsoever can
break its strength, cut its links with
the working class and the deetrl roots it
has among its own people. The comrailes who have fallen will certainly
be replaced by hundreds and thousands
of others who will rise and always
keep flying high the banner of the re-

volutionary struggle against fascism at
home, against imperialism and social-

imperialism, against modern revisionism, and for the victory of MarxismLeninism.

Glory to the

heroes

fallen in

the

socialism

!

other things, says:

The Albanian communists, all the
Albanian people were deeply grieved
upon learning about the assassination
of these comrades of the leadership
of the CP of BraziL. On this occasion

they express their deepest sympathv
and

full

r'evolutionary and internatio-

nalist solidarity with the sister Communist Party ol Brazil and the BraziIian people. The assassination of the
comrades of the leadership of the CP
of Brazil is a new criminal act in the
lengthv recold of the terror and antipopular activity of the fascist dictatorships in various countries of the
world. part of the joint imperialistrevisionist plot against genuine Marxist-Leninist communists and al1 the
other progressive anti-imperialist forces. Today, many Marxist-Leninist par-

ties have to work in difficult conditions of illegality. The fascist regimes
are attacking them and undertaking
unprecedented repressive and terroristic measures. Other parties continue
their activity under difficult circumstances of the struggle that the big
bourgeoisie, social-democrats and revisionists conduct against them.

At

the

Congress of the PLA Comrade
Enver- Hoxha has said: ..Many out-

7th

standing fighters of the Marxist-Leninist movement have been barbarously
murdered by the fascist criminals who
are ruling in many countries, have died
under police torture, or are still languishing in the dark dungeons of reaction. Through their determination, their

their lofty spirit of self-denial and their devotion to the great
courage,

cause of the proletariat, they have become radiant beacons of the struggle
of the masses of the working people

for national and social liberation-.
For more than 12 years Brazil is
ruled by a savage clique of generals,
offsprings of the local capitalists and
big land proprietors, servants of the
multinational companies and U.S. imperialists. That odious anti-f;opular re-

gime has turned the countrY into a
huge terrible dungeon. MiLlions of Brazilians are living under terror. The
number of patriots and progressive
anti-fascist democrats under arlest
smounts to several thou'sands. The eliany tlace of the opmination
"vithout
ponents of the government is common
practice.

for the
In such a grave situation
'CP
of Brazil, a
Rrazilian people, the
genuine Marxist-Leninist Party, has
been affilmed as a brave and resolute
clefender of the interests of the proletariat and the broad rvorking masses
of tou,n and countrY, as standardbearel of tl-re anti-fascist and anti-imperialist struggle for national and soclal liberation. It never separates its
lesolute struggLe against the Geisel
dictatorial regime from the struggle
against U.S. imperialism. It is the most
resolute and most conscious force in
the country against the dictatorship
and against Brazil's subjugation to foLeign imperialism. The CP of Brazil, its
members and leading cadr-es ar e aI\\rays on the forefront of the struggle

fol

people's freedom, country's independence and democratic progress and
the ideals of communism. Its blave

leaders and militants, together and
shoulder to shoulder with the revolutional'y patriots and other progressive
people, have not sPared even their
iives for people's ideals and aspirations to f::eedom. Scores of the members of the CP of Brazil have shed
their blood in clashes r,vith the units of
the mercenary army anrl gendarmery
of the fascist dictatorship, or have withstood the most savage torture.
The persecution, the darkest terror
have been employed against the members of this Party. Leaders and mili-

tants of the CP of Brazil have been
baL'barously tortured and l<illed in the
dungeons of the secret police. Through
the force of arms, the most savage terlor', the clique of generals has tried io
break the CP of Brazil and its militants, to suppresr the Brazilian people.
But, as every reactionary clique in any
part of the world, the Brazilian fascist ciique has made a grave mistake:
the Brazilian Marxist-Leninist com-

munists are sons of the worl<ing people
and therelore they are invincible. When
a militant of this party faIls heroical-

tariat surges ahead, enhances its strugg1e against capital and exploitation,
becomes more and more convinced in

ly in pelformance of his duty, fighting
to defend the PeoPle among whom he

Marxism-Lenir-rism

lvas born, man)/ othe| sons of the peop1e rise and hold aloft the banner of

tl-re struggle

agai

t-rst

f asci

srn, against

imperialism and social imperialism,
against mocle::n revisionism. tor national and social liberation, for socialism
and communism.

In the recent yeals, contraly to the
will ancl desire of the imperialist and
revisionist boulgeoisie, there are Malxist-Leninist par:ties in existence and
activity in all continents :rnd zones of

the r,vorld. Their revolutionary actirrit), is incr-easing day bY daY. TodaY,
conscious cl-rampions, genuine and unbent revolutionaries for the cause of
Marxism-Leninism are defending the
interests of the world proletariat, the
cause of the revolution and socialism.
The capitalists, revisionists and the
fascist dictatorial ctiques arb mortally
afraid of the grouring activity of these
parties, the levolutionary organization

of the proletar'lat and its vanguald, the
Marxist-Leninist parties Therefore,
those counterrevolutionary and reactionary forces, openlY or secretlY,
through demagogy or brutal force, are
plotting against, and attacl<ing furious-

I),, the Marxist-Leninist communists,
the genuine patriots and revolutiona-

i'ies lvhen tl,ey find the oppoltunity.

But the forces of reaction are doorted to failure. No difficulties and no
complicated circumstances have ever
been able to curb the revolutionary
impetus of the Marxist-Leninists, the
consolidation of the ranks of their parties, their growing influence in the
wcrking class and the rvorking mesijes.
Sacrifices have been and $rill

be great. They have been and
will be on the order of the day for
members of the genuine revolutionary
parties and they ar'e conscious of this,
ready and resolute to face them, because they know they are fighting for
the lofty interests of the revolution
and socialism.

In this struggle, inspired

by the sacrifices of the

members oI
the Marxist-Leninist parties, the prole-

andits vanguard,
the Malxist-Leninist communist parties. In the coutinuous bloody battles
these parties are tempered and strengIhened.

The cruel assassination of the thl'ee

of the leader:ship of the CP
of Brazil and the imPrisonment o1l
mar-ry other corlrades are a grave loss,
but they cannot bond this sister palty.
tempered in a protracted revolutionary
struggle, rvitl-r deep roots in the people
and determined to carry its just struggle to victorY. The new wave of vioIence and terror launched by the fascist military dictatorship of Brazil does
not sl-row the force of this degenerated
regime doomed to failure by history,
but its l,r,eakness and great fear in face
o-t the impetuous Llpsurge of the movement of the people's masses and theit'
liberation struggle, against fascisn-t
comracles

and imperialist

oPPression.

At its ?th Congress, our PattY once
more proclaimed its complete internationalist soJ.idarity with the MarxistLeninist parties and their courageous
stluggle. The revolutionary support and

solidarity among the Marxist-Leninist
communists, among the revolutionary
iolces and people in the struggle for
treedom, for revolution, for the overthrown of the bourgeoisie, imperialism
and social-impelialism has been and
remains a duty of internationalist importance.

Educated in the spirit of proletarian
internationaLism, love, respect and all-

round support for the revolutionary
peoples and forces who are fighting
for their freedcm and rights, the Aibanian communists and people express
their determined protest for the barbarous cr-ime perpetrated by the fascist
military gangs of Brazil, against the
comrades of the leadership of the Com-

munist Party of Brazil. The Albaniatl
communists and people ale convinced
that the anti-fascist and anti-imperialist struggle of the CP of Brazil, of

the Brazilian revolutionary patriots,
proletariat and all the Brazilian people for national and social liberation
vrl11 surely triumph, that no fascist

force, no pressure by the US imperialists and the Soviet social imperialists, no betrayal by the revisionists
can stop this victory.

Glory to the Brazilian heroes fallen
struggle for freedom, independence and soclalisml Their cause wiII

in the

triumph.

A Revolutionory Centre
for the lroining of Artists
Ten yeals ago, under the direct care
of the Palty of Labour of Albania, the
Higher Institute of Arts rvas founded in

Tirana, tl-rrougl-r the mergel of
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-Aleksand6:.' Moisiuo Higher School fol
Actors, the Higher School of Music, ar-rd
the Institute of Figurative Arts. This
was an important event for Albanian
art. Within a short period, the Higher
Institute of Alts became a revolutionaly centre for the training of artists in

Albania. During this time many coltrpo-

sels, instlunentalists, conductors, sin-

music,21? in figurative arts,227 in
drama, and 216 in culture.
Successes have been achieved in linking the school more cLosely with life
:rnci artistic plactice, in introducjng, in
interesting forms, the liv-ing u'ork of
socialist leality into its auditoliltms.
Some diploma theses have been defended ln gatherings of tl-re working c1ass.

At the same time, in the Institute great
attention is devoted to military training, so that everybody is readY
to defend the victories of the 1e-

gers, musicologists, painters, sculptors,
graphic artists, scenary designers, painters of applied ar1s, actors, ploducers.
organizer-s of cultule among the masses, etc., have gladuated fron this
school. These cadles are playing an
increasingly active role in the houses
of culture and professional theatles, in

In the context of the 10th anniversar'), of the f ounding of this Institute a
series of artistic activities was organized. In one of the ha11s of the Pa1ace
of Culture of Tirana an exhibition of
figurative arts with works done bY

national ensembles and symphonic
groups, in schools and other important

of the Institute was opened. In the hall
of the Higher Institute of Arts a vocal

institutions.

and instrumental concert was given by
students of music. The program included works by the students themselves.
A concert of recitations of artistic r,vorks

Artists welL-known lor their worh
and creativeness have made and continue to make a valuable contribution to
the training of young artists. Thus, the

Institute has become not only a nursery raising new talents from the masses
of the working people. but also a place
where the best artists and scholars of
our arts contribute their experience and
theoretical knowledge.
The Institute began its activity rvith
138 students, a teaching staff of 26,
and 14 specialities. This year it has 324
students, 64 full-time teachers

and

84

collaborating teachers, and trains ca-

lor 28 specialities.
966 cadres have graduated from the
Institute Lrp to now, including 306 in
dles

volution.

students since the time of the founding

\\ras

given in the same haLL with stu-

dents and former teachers and students

of the Higher Institute of Arts performlng.

Working people from the centres of

production of the capital,
of
Ilterature, art culture, tea',vorkers
chers, students, etc. were present at
r,vorh and

the concert Among them was Mehmet
Shehu. Member of the Politlcal Bureau of the CC of the PLA and Chaii'man of the Council of Ministers.
A scientific session rvith the theme:
*To carry out the directives of the Par-

ty and the teachings of
fol the further

Enver Floxha

comrade

revolutio-

nization of the school' was also held.
Seven papers were presented on various problems of the educational and

teaching process of the Institute as well
as on the enrichment of the ideological
content of teaching, the deepening of

Scienti ssion
ction, Study,
on the
ion
ond Re
ol

Monuments

by the hands of the people is
not the work of just a ferv individuals
or a single historical period, but the
created

fluit of a common creative spirit
through all the periods of the history
of our people. Despite their difficult
conditions, in this heritage, the AIbanian people, one of the most ancient
of the Balkans, have been able to create an architecture and art with special
features anci originality, embodying the
creative genius, the spiritual strength
and vitality of the masses of the people.
The anti-popular legimes of the past
neglected and scorned the creative wolk
of our working peop)e, causing great
damage and irreparable losses to the
material values of our nation.
Altel Liberation, under the special
care of the Party, particular attention
began to be devoted to fhe traditions of
our people with the aim that they

by the teachings of
the Party of Labour of Albania has always kept in
mind the fact that, along rvith developed industry, the construction of soEnlightened

Marxism-Leninism,

should serve the patriotic education of
the masses, and especially of the youth,
both for the present and the future.
For the first time in the history of Albania, the appraisal of traditions, the
discovery and protection of material
and spiritual values of the past occupied the place they deserved. And with
the founding of the Institute of the Mo-

numents

of Culture, the' solution of
put on a more

these problems was
scientific basis.

At the end of last year, the

-

the session. In the field of monuments
of antiquity the papers dealt with the
criteria followed for their restoration,
summing up the resuLts of work and
analysing individual cases. It was
stressed that scientific opinicn on a se-

of Culture

Albania has inherited fr'om the past
assets of particular value in the field
of architecture and art. This rvealth

the national character and proletarian
partisansl-rip in the arts, the fr"rrther revolutionization of the school, etc.

Srd

Scientific Session with the theme: .The
Protection, Study, and Restoration of
the Monuments of Culture in Albania-,

in the context of the 1Oth anniversary of its
founding, was held in Tirana. The report on <.The Results and Tasks in the

organized b), the Institute

Field of the Discovery, Protection, and

of the Monuments of Culture" as well as 34 papers illustrated
rvith slides were delirzered at the SesRestoration

sron.

Various problems u.ere dealt with at

cialism requires advanced modern agriculture. Hence, the PLA long ago issued

ries of aspects of mediaeval architecture, such as fortifications, buildings
associated rvith religion, and civil engineering works, had made progress.
In the relatively nerv field of the
monuments of art, the papers made a
valuable contribution to the solution
of practical problems in the discovery
and restoration of mural paintings, mosaics, paintings and works of applied
arts. The Papers dealing with general.
and particular problems of restoration
and city and village architecture occupied an important place in the proceedings of the Session.
The Session was an important event
in the scientific life of the country,
It reflected the achievements to d-ate
and laid down tasks in all directions
to put the discovery, restoration, protection, and promotion of the educational values of the monuments of cultule on a scientific basis.
On this occasion, the exhibltion ..The
Monuments
was opened
Palace

of Culture in Albaniao
in one of the hails of the

of Culture.

why within a short period, a real revolution has taken place in agriculture Industrial and livestock production
has increased at high rates from year
to year. During the 5th five-year plan
(1970-1975) alone, the production of
grain increased 35 per cent, cotton 48
per cent, sugar beet 76 per cent, milk

the slogan ..Agricultur.e the Concern of

47

A11-. And the Albanian people have
responded with enthusiasm. That is

ing the instructions of the Party, have
put production on a scientific basls, are

per cent, etc. The cadles who, follow-

in the inof agricultural and livestock
production. The Higher Institute ol
playing an important role
crease

Agriculture, which last November celebrated the 25th anniversary of its
founding, is an important centre for
the training of cadres.

At first the Institute had only 3 chairs
and 7 professors. Immediately following
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its founding, the faculties of agronomy
and zootechny were created. A Year
later these two faculties were expanded, and in the same Year the branch
of veterinary medicine commenced with
14 students. In 1959 the faculty of forests was opened, while in 1966, with
its merger with the Institute of Agricultural Research of Lushnja, the Institute of Zootechny of Shkodra, and
the Institute of Veterinary Medicine,
the Institute becarne an important teaching and research centre.
During the 25 years of its activity, the

Institute has trained 4,603 specialists,
including 2,436 agronomists, 866 zooveterinaries, 420 zootechnicians, 458 agricu-Itural economists and accountants,
and 421 forestry engineers. As a result,
in Albania today there is one agronomist for each 270 hectares of farm
land. Three thousand students, 34 per
cent of whom are girls, are studying at
the institute this academic Year.
The entire teaching and educational
process of the school revolves around

the Marxist-Leninist ideological axis,
and all the aetivity of the Institute is
based on the revolutionary triangle

-

study-work in production-physical and
military training.

The Institute has a Powerful material base at its disposal. It has special
Iaboratories for agrochemistry, pedology, botany, seed selection, phytonomy,
timber processing, protection of plants
and forests, biology, anatomy and special zootechny, to assist the teaching
process. The Institut: is equipped with
modern farm machinery. An impor-

tant role in the training of students

is

played also by the experimental farm
on which the classroom lessons are put

into practice as well as the large-scale
enterprises of socialist agricultural production: the botanical garden, the forest
and fruit tree nursery, the veterinary
clinic and the livestock centre, which
have been organized in an exemplary
manner.

The students not only learn but also
work according to a Secial program,
become acquainted with the work, and
master the various processes from the
simplest to the most complicated.
Scientific work is a component part
of the teaching and educative process.

This has made an important contribution both to raising the ideological and
scientific level of the work for the
training of cadres and to the solution
of various problems connected with the
development of agriculture. The soil
studies and compiling of pedological
maps, the production of virus-resistent
tobacco hybrids, as well as the studies

on concentration, specialization, and
erop rotation, the selection and development of new hybrids of maize and
wheat, and vegetables, studies in improved breeds of sheep and cattle, in
the use of carbamide as stock feed, as
well as other studies of an ideological
and economic-administrative nature,
have been of great value.
The students' scientific work is concretized in their diploma theses. They
deal with advanced experience and
scientific experimentation, and propose
complete or partial solutions to important problems concerning agricultu-

ral production. At the same time,
through their scientific work, the young
people acquire skilIs, improve their

qualifications, learn the reality of
work and temper themselves to coPe
with work in production. During the
1975-1976 academic year alone, 125 diploma theses were presented by the

students. The plan of scientific research
of the Institute includes more than 150
themes and agricultural experiments a

Iarge number of which also figure in
governmeDt's research plan.
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practieal scientifie uork occupies an irnpofi,ant plaee in the teaching ptogr&fiLs ttf tl*t l{iglrc.t lnstilute
of Agriculture of Tirano
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REYO[UTnilARY

POPULLIII

The events of the post yeor showed thot despite oll try and people confidently torvards the
construction of socialisrn, and the furthe plots, intrigues ond interlerences, despite oll the ther strengthening of the freedom ancl
modern meons ol worfore of their disposol, the ruper- independence of the homeland, \\ras
again confirmed.
powers ond reoction ore incopoble ol subiugoting thc once
Faithful to the principles of Malxisrnpeoples ond countries, eyen smoll onesr il they ore Leninism and proletarian internationalism in foreign policy, during the year
determined to fight to the end ond moke
1976, too, our Palty and people aimed,

ony socrilice

The year 1976 was one of

great

confrontations. AL1 over the globe, the

proletariat and its a11ies, all the oppressed and exploited, the peoples who
are fighting for freedorn, democracy
and sociallsm, stood up to and opposed
the hegemonic and aggr-essive policy of
imperialism and social-imperialism, the
anti-popular plans and measures of the
bourgeoisie and monopolies, the violence and terrol of the forces of darkness,

For our people and our Party, the
1976 was a rrear of an upsurging
dynamism .and vitality, of legitimate

year

"ZER!

I

POPULLIT>,

ol Albania.

-

first of all, to develop and strengthen
their relations of fraternal friendsl.rip
and militant unity, cooperation and
mutual aid with the People's Republic
of China. <<Our Party and our people-,
stressed comrade Enver Hoxha at the
?th Congress of the Party, ..will work
unrelentingly to keep the fraternal
friendship and collaboration rvith the
great Chinese people, their glorious

pride at the successes achieved and
the brilliant and clear perspectives, and
unwavering confidence in the future.
Our people and our Party wellcomed
the great historlc assembly
the ?th
Congress of the Party, rvith achievements to be proud of. Important victories
were achieved in all the srork of the
Party for the Marxist-Leninist educa-

tion of the

Communist Party, and great People's
China, pure and strong".
The year 1976 also r,vitnessed the
growth and strengthening of new Marx-

ist-Leninist parties. Ir-r their struggle
against capital and reaction, against
the savage oppression and terror of
fascist regimes, against the revisionist
poison, the true Marxist-Leninists, and
their revolutionary olganizations and
parties were tempered and achieved
mole successes for the cause of the revolution and communism. The counter-

masses of the people, in
the deepening of the socialist Levolution in the field of ideology and culture. The correctness of the consistent

revolutionary violenoe, that the bourgeoisie uses, the difficulties, confusion
and disintegration that the revisionists

Marxist-Lenint'st course and the road
on which the Party is leading the coun-

ranks of the workers' movement, were

organ of th.e Centreil Cotnn'tiflee o! tlrc partg

of

Labotn.

and

social-democracy

create in

the

qrrite unable to stop the revolutionary

drive of the Marxist-Leninist commu-

AI"ISM

Iil CRISIS

BTOWS OF THE PEOPI.ES

nists or the growth and consolidation
of their ranlis. Nolv the Marxist-Leninist
palties are spread to all the continents
and regions o-f the rvorld. As determin-

ed revolutionaries, their

members

the great cause of
the proletariat. They have become a

consciously defend

Ioft1, example

of inspiration in

the

struggle against the blood-thirsty bourgeoisie and reaction, for national and
social liberation.
In the bourgeois and rerrisionist countries, the grave crisis that has gripped
them has led to a further sharpening
of contradictions betlrreen labour and

capital. During the year 19?6, too, the
monopoly bourgeoisie, both old and
new, tried to shift the consequences of
the crisis on to the backs of the masses

of the working people. Everywhere,

whether in the East or in the West,
in order to keep its profits intact, it
stepped up the oppression and exploitation of the masses of the lvorking people. of the ploletariat in the first place,

a real attach on the standard of living and the rights of the
Izrunching

working people, Thus, along with galloping inflation and skvrocketing prices
for the most essential claity commodities, the number of the unemployed
in the United States, flre Soviet Union

and the other countries of the bourgeois-revisionist wortd rose to about
100 million. The gulf between the masses of the working people and the bourgeoisie became even deeper. While the
poor became even poorer, the capita-

list exploiters who have

accumulated

Iabulous wealth from the plunder of
the masses of the working people, further increased their riches. In the
United States, just one per cent of the
population owns 34 per cent of the national wealth, in Britain 5 per cent of
the population olvns 95 of national income. In the second quarter,of the past
year, the profits of the monopoly companies of the United States rose by 30
per cent as against the same period of

the year

1975.

that affected various branches of the
Italian economy.
In the United States there were 2,716
strikes just in the first six months of
the past year; the strike of the women
working in the subsidiaries of the U.S.
Ford company in Britain went on for

in France, there were three
times as many strikes in the first
months of 1976 as in the same period
of the previous year. In Poland, the
anger and hatred of the workers and
21 weeks;

Being unable to cope with the revolts

the broad masses of the working people

people, and

against the anti-popular and anti-national policy of the revisionist ruling
clique headed by Gierek burst out with
fresh force in June, 1976. Thousands of
workers of the .Ursus. Tractor Factory
on the outskirsts of Warsaw stopped
qrork in plotest against the ris-

of the workers and the

their mounting dissatisfaction with the
recognised pseudo-democratic means crr
the pseudo-socialist parliamentary deception, the bourgeoisie in porr,,er went
further down the road of establishing
fascism, the botplBeols-revisionist state
brought into use the savagest, forms

of

naked fascist law
- violence and
the rvhip. The threat crf fascism became
apparent in many countries.

In tlris situation, duling the

past

year, the wave of class struggle rose
high not only in Europe and the United
States, but on all continents, particularIy in India on the Asian continent, in
Southern Africa on the Aflican continent, as well as in Australia.
Parallel with this very great Lrpsurge,
cluling 1976 there lvas an unprecedented extension of stlikes and demonstrations. Thus, lvhereas in 1959 over. B
million people took palt in them and in
1961 over 60 million, in the past year,
in a single day more than 15 workers
were involved in a nation wide strike

ing cost of living and er.ected barricades. The stlikes of the Radom and
olJrsuso workers were a stern indictment, not only of the revisionist poli,
tical and social system, but also of the
subjugation and plunder of Poland by

the social-imperialists of

Moscow.

During the past year, the strikes,

pro..

tests and demonstrations of working
people, which often turned into bloody
clashes with the bourgeoisie and its
oppressive apparatus and whicl-r struck
at the very foundations of the bourgeois and rerrisionist state power, were
extended to Germany, the Soviet repu-

blics, Spain, etc.
Terrified by the proletariat, this great
force which is the grave-digger of capitalism, the bourgeoisie brought into

460
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in

action with extraordinary intensity, all

clashes of the Azanian people

its ref ormist socialdemocratic, ..sociaIist" and revisionist arsenal of ideological disruption and sabotage. In the
year which has just past, it also strove
revoto overt what it fears most
- the
lution. Its *theoreticians" have dug up
all sorts of <.arguments" to <<prove>>
the uselessness of the revolution, and
the benefits of replacing it rvith the

Africa, constantly increased in scope
and strength. The Israeli Zionists are

.solution of day-today problems". On
their part, the reformist and revlsionist
trade-union leadert continued to play
the counter-revolutionary role assigned

to them, of ensuring that every action
of the working class takes place within the bounds of respect for bourgeois
law, se that nothing affects the real
interests of the bourgeoisie' The
French, Italian and other revisionists
appeal to the proletariat, and all the
masses of the working PeoPle fqr
..trust- gnd ..unde.rstanding- towards
the employers over .sacrifices* and
try to direct their struggle on to the
course of cemplornises to the deteriment

of the vital interests of the proletariat,
and its great cause, the revolution.
In the struggle of the peoples tor
liberation, in their all-round strivings
for political independence and to break
ar,vay from old and new colonialism,
once and for all the 5,ssr 1976 show.ed

positive results over a broad Iront
against the U.S. imperialists, the So-

viet sociai-imperialists, and

aI.[ the
other imperialist por'vers. The African
peoples,

who have emerged from

the
slavery, are maklng all-round efforts to
de{end and strengthen their sovereign
rights, and have rejected the neo-co-

darkness

of

centuries

of colonial

Ionialist practices of oppression alld
exploitation follorved by the neo-coLonialist powers and the flagrant plun-

der of their natural r-esources. On the
other hand, the positions of tl-re racist regimes of South Africa and Rhodesia have become still more unstable.
They are etrearly awale that their state
porver of enslavement is slipping from
their hands. During the past year the
armed struggle of the patriots of Zim-

babwe and Namibia, and the bloody

South

doing the.ir utmost to strangle the struggle of the Palaestinian people for freeclom, and their asPirations to a re-

turn to the Motherland seized from
them by violence. Nevertheless,

throughout the whole year, the brave

Palaestinian partisans never

ceased

their armed actions against enemy objectives. The demonstrations in the occupied Arab territories, which were
almost daily occurrences during 1976,
supported them. With their determined
struggle, the people of Northern IreIand, the patriots of that country oppressed by the soldiers of British imperialism, have aroused concern and
panic in London. The fascist reeime oI
Pak Chung Hi is nolv more than ever
encircled bv the hatred of the broad
masses

of the

People,

who have dis-

played their feelings in many strikes
and demonstrations in the squar:es and
streets of South Korea' The fascist regirnes, the traitor cliques that have put
the independence of their countries on
the auction block, found themselves in
the iron grip of the revolutionary forces.

In Brazil, Bolivia, and Cotrombia,

in Thailand and Malaysia the patriots'
rifle-shots are becoming volleys, making the positions of" the oligarchies
more and rnore difficult, while the day
when the imperialists and foreign mothat fatten on the blood of
ihe peoples of these countries will be
drir,-en out, is fast approaehing. In this
direction, as comrade Enver Hoxha
str.essed at the ?th Cqngress of the
PLA, ..socialist dlbania considers it an
honour to stand on the side of the
great struggle of the proletariat and
the peoples, of all r,r,ho struggle f or
socialism, freedom, and independennopolies

ee>.

The unceasing blows of the fo-:es
of the revolution and national liberation, of democracy and social progress,
have deepened the grqve crisis which
all the capitalist and revisionist countries are experiencing today. This is
not just the economy crisis characte-
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rized by falling production and galloping inflation, but is qlso political
and ideological, military and cultural,
affecting the structure and superstruc-

ture of the bourgeois-revisionist

sys-

tem. Political crises, scandals involving
high officials and bourgeois parties,

their all-round moral and political degeneration, stood out against the back-

ground of this general crisis last year.

in an impasse and
aware of the instability of its state
po\Mer, the bourgeoisie is turning

Now, finding itself

more and more to its
f

reserve

ascism.

The over-all Bicture of the activity
of the U+S. imperialists, the Soviet social-imperialists, and their other allies
and followers, shows that the more
blows they are dealt, the more deeply
they sink into the bog of the crisis,
the more savage, the more perfidious,
and the more dangerous these two
avowed enemies of everything progressive becOme, ..OUr Party,,, Said COmrade Enver Hoxha at the 7th Congress
of the Party of Labour of Albania,
.holds the view that the situation in
the wortd today is turbulent and, consequently, there is no place for complaceney,

for relaxation or

euphoria-.

The events, the concrete activity of
the two superpowers, the U.S.A. and
the Soviet Union, show that theY are
the greatest and the most dangerous
aggressive imperialist forces knorvn to

history. In the same degree and to
the sanre extent, the two of them represent the principal enemy of sociaIism and the freedom and independence
of nations, and are defenders of oPpressive systems. They also represent
the direct threat that mankind will be
hurled into a new world wer. During
the Srear which has just ended the peoples were in conflict with the sinister

aims of U.S. imperialism and Soviet
social-imperialism to preserve and extend their spheres of influence, to place
sovereign states under their domination. There is no area or region of the
world, in which these savage and perfidious enemies of the peoples are interested militarily or economically'
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which they have left out of their plans.
For the U.S. imperialists, these aims
were expressed rnore clearly than ever
during the recent presidential elections,
and for the Soviet social-impetialists at
their 25th Oongress and at the Berlin
Meeting. The candidates for the presidency of the U.S,A. resorted to demagoBy to conceal the true situation from
the American people, but on the other
hand, they could, not fail to stress the
unchanging eourse

of

U.S. imperialism of

to dttack the

peoples, to
dominate its allies and extend its expansion. In the revisionist bloc, during
19?6, the patriarchs of the Kremlin also
tried to maintain their hold on their
.allies*. To this end ih the peEt year
they organized a series of bilateral and
multilateral meetings of the Kremlln
ehiefs with their revlslonist vassals.
The notorious Berlin Meetihg, too, at

continuing

which the revisionist betrayal

was

manoeuvres, At their meetings,
of Washington and Mosproclaimed
their intention
cow openly

tary

the generals

of using these aggressive military
groupings in their own interests and
under their command. The pacifist demegogy spread by the bourgeois-revi-

sionist propaganda was simply an attempt to deceive the European peoples,

to blunt their vigilance so that the two
supe{powers would have greater possibilities to make the law on the continent.

During the past year the Balkans
became a place of pilgrimage of the
emissaries of U.S. imperialism and So-

viet social-imperialism, which are
trying to ifiterfeie in the lnternal af-

The Mediterranean was another
of the Soviet-U.S,' rivalry for

expansion and hegemony.
In the Middle East, the events

in Le-

sitation, to foil their aggressive plans'
The past year showed that the peoples
of the world are becoming increasingly
aware of this truth. The movements of
the working class, the struggles for
liberation and genuine national independence, and all the progressive movenlehts of the past year drew the noose

still tighter round the
of imperialism and social-imperialism and brought still nearer their
social crisis

necks

the superpowers and reaction are incapable of subjugating the peoples and

against the Arab eountries and of the
meddling of the two superpowers in

countries, even small ones, if they are
determined to fight to the end and
make any sacrifice' They confirmed the
thesis of our Party that freedom and

this area. The bloody clash€s ln Le-

independence

banon wer-e another confirmation of

the results of the Zionist

aggresslon

banon were the deed of the U.S.A., the
Soviet Union, and the aggxessor Israel,

two superpowers, commemorated lts
first anniveisary. But apart from

which provoked and lnetted thern to
destroy the liberation movement of the

intensiflcation of the well-worn dema-

Palaestinian people, to liqutdate the Pa-

gogical phraseology about alleged peace

malned as it was. Fai from betng dtssolved the mtlitary bases of the two
superpowers, the aggresslve blocs of

laestinian ceuse, to split
ples, and that priceless idrab unity, so
as to carry out their alms of plundering the ArAb oil, of selzlng mltitaiy bases, and exetting polttieal and eeo-

the NATO and the Warsaw Treaty,
have been further perfecH and

ndmle lnfluenee.
Following the bloody intervention and

developed. The U.S.A. and the Sovlet

quarrels ln Angola, the rivalry and
competltlon for spherOs of lnfluenee
between US. imperiallsm and Soviet

within the framgwork of NATO and the
Warsaw Treaty were again increased.
There were many and frequent mlli-

..disarmament* and ..peaceful coexlstence. of their alleged *spirit of d6tente., etc. They demonstrated that the
number one task for the PeoPles and
all the revolutionary forces is to sharpen their vigilence and expose the plots
of U.S. imperialism and Soviet socialimperialism, forcefully and without he-

inevitable and final defeat. They showed
that despite all the plots, intrigues and
interferences, despite aII the modern
means of warfare at their disposal,

scene

ing power of the aggressive bloes
which they manipulafu and lead. In
the past year, the mllitary budgets

peace> of the U'S.A. and the Soviet
Union, of their alleged efforts to achieve

dissensiort from whieh they hope to pro-

the Soviet social-imperialist chiefs
never fall to trumpet about the socalled oflourishlng ol the soclallst nations* ln the bosom of the {allleiree.
in whleh, in reallty, the Sovtet flst rules
by force.
Durlng the year 19?6 the countries
that parttetpated in the so-called European Security Conference, organized
and staged under the direction of the

bases and
have increaseil and perfected the strtk-
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of the profound political, economic, and

signed and sealed, was convened in
this context. For purposes of demagogy,

Union have set up ne\rl

o

fairs of the countrieS of this area and
to plot ageinst the freedom and independence of these peoples. Their alms
have always been to ineite feuds and
fit.

and security, the European reality re-
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the Ardb peo-

soeial-lmperialism was transfered to the
south of the Afrlean continent.
ltre events of the past Year ln the
world made the peoples better aequaint-

ed wlth the falsity of all the demagogy about the alleged ..deslre for

are won and defended
with the rifle, through struggle, that
the strategy of the national-llberation
people's war is a victorious strategy,
that the revolution and the national

liberation of peoples are problems
taken up for solution. oThe present
conditions", says comrade Enver Hoxha,

orequire that this merciless and allround struggle should be waged by all

the peoples of the world, all Progressive mankind that really and comptetely cherish in their hearts the interests of their peoples and have made
them the objective of their struggle
and their lives. This struggle will be
the more determined, ever more consistent and on the uPsurge, if it is
led by the world proletariat and its
vanguard, the Communist PartY, that
is guided by the unerring theorJ' of
Marxism-Leninism-,

-

BOUR
by SlltlOt OrOrU,

EAoH NATToN oREATEs rrs owN ouLTUEE AND aRr, ELABoBATEs
AI\ID ENRICHES THEM IN THE PROCESS OF ITS IIISTORICAL EVOLUTION.
THE CHARAC"TER OF EACH PEOPLE IS EXPRESSED VEEY CLEARLY IN
ITS MUSIC, BECAUSE, JUST AS THE REALITY HAS BEEN FELT IN VARIOUS
WAYS BY DIT'FERENT PEOPLES SO IT HAS FOUND ITS OWN E:(PRESSION.
EACH PEOPLE PUTS rIS SEAL ON-ITS OWN CONCEPTION AND ARTISTIC
MATERIALIZATION OF THIS EEALITY. ONE HAS ONLY TO COMPARE THE
SONGS, METI)DIES AND AETISTIC CREATTONS OF DIFFERENT PEOPLES
TO DTSCEBN THE DTFFEEENCES IN THEIE pONCEPTTON AND SOUND WHrLE
CLEARLY DISTINGUISHING THEIR OBVIOUS LINKS WITH THE CHARACTER
OF THE PEOPLE TO WHOM THEY BELONG. BUT, IT IS KNOWN TIIAT THE
SPECIAL F'EATURES OF NATIONS IIAVE BEEN EXPRESSED AND DEVELOPED GRADUALLY; THEY BELONG TO THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPEOT wHIcH
HAS A DIRECT INFLUENPE ON ARTISTIC THINIilNG. THEREFOBE, THE
PHENOMENA OF LIFE THAT MUSIC EMBODIES IN THE MOST VARIED
ASPECTS ARE CONCEETE, NOT ONLY FROM THE HISTORICAL, SOCIAL,
AND OLASS ASPECT, BI'lf, IN THE EPOCH OF EXISTENCE OF NATIONS,
ALSO FROM THE NATIONAL ASPECT. THE NATIONAL CIIARACTER IN
MUSTC IS EXPRESSED NOT ONLY IN WHAT FEELINGS A PEOPLE EXPRESSES IN ITS SONGS, METiODIES AND DANCES, BUT ALSO IN HOW IT
EXPEESSES THEM, HOW IT MATERIALIZES THEM IN ARTISTIC CREATION.
THE ENTIRE NATIONAL ATMOSPHERE, TIIE HISTORY OF THE NATION, THE
NATURE OF THE COUNIBY, THE LIFE OF IHE PEOPLE IN IT, THEIR RELATIONSHIPS, THE MELODY OF TEE MOTHER TONGUE IN AI,L ITS SPE-

SIMON GJONI
- a composer, merited
artist of the PSRA.

CIAL FEATURES, ETC., FIND THEIR EXPRESSION HERE.
The national character is the more or and disappear, while others grow and
less stable expression of the world out- develop. Thus the national character
look, the psycholory and mental charac- that we are emphasizing in our music
teristlcs of a nation, which are formed is its present-day national character,
in given historical conditions and with all its new and powerful charactewhich distinguish it from other nations. ristic features. Music firmly based on
The various epochs and stages in the the national soil, with a socialist conrise, formation, and existence of the tent and a national forin, is not a matnation have given rise to different con- ter of national ..adornmenf,', but a necepts of the aims and tasks of its li- cessity that is closely linked with the
terature and arts, because, the natio- needs of a realist communication of
nal character is not fixed once and the content, ideas, thoughts and emdfor all. In the succession of stages, tions of the natior-r, of out contemporasome of its features become obsolete ries. Comrade Enver Hoxha says:

The efforts of the present-dcy

reoctionory esthetes to odvertiEe o (universolo

ort serve the interest of the imperiolist
bourgeoisie which hos olwoys striven to denigrote or to eliminote

the culturol troditions ol smoller notions ond the notionol

spirit in ort ond culture, lo locilitote its culturol

oggression

ond the subjugotion of notions

..Through many tempests of the time,
endless fierce battles our people creat-

gatory for a1l the creative artists of
the world. This attitude emerged with

ed a culture and art with a clear national form, which constitutes a priceless asset. These values of the progressive art of our nation are the object
of legitimate pride for us, they are ollr
contribution to the treasury of progressive world culture. Since our peo-

particular clarity in the .Festival of
Contemporary Musico that took place
recently in Rome, at which works of
serialist, dodecaphonic, and punctualist composers were performed. To express ourselves in the terms of the
bourgeois criticism, the general feature common to all those works was
that no one could tell what nationality distinguished one composer from

ple have preserved this culture and
developed it further through the centuries, then the burden fa11s ou us,
the generations of socialist society, to
fight with the passion of a communist
militant to keep it pure and develop
it further'-.
Ifowever, the present-day reactionary esthetes of the West are advertising far and wide a ..universa1,,
musical art, independent of riational
ties and class outlook. According to
them, this ..modern" music is also ..revoluti.onary" because it is allegedly

capable of r-eflecting the modern
lvorld, because only this music has
found and elaborated the means of expression suitable to penetrate into the
essence of our epocl-r, in rvhich the
great technical and scientific discoveries have brought about a complete
revolution in human concepts about the
t,orld and society, because in the century of atomic power and interplanetary flights a

world outlook,' has
in its artistic embodiment demands a ..modern" mu<<new

been created. which

slcal language, a ..modern styleo, obli-

another.

In

other words, there was to-

ta1 elimination of the national character, and any distinctive feature, of
form or content, or the creative individuality of the composers. A. Schoenberg, the creator of dodecaphonic music, from which all the other ultraformalist trends proceed, basing themselves in essence on the morality of
the philosophy ..The Ethics of Retreat
into Oneself", declares: ..People u,hon-r
the same feeling unites are in danger
of being transformed into a mass>.
Proceeding from this, all the decadent,
ultr-a-individualistic trends and styles
eliminate any concept of music as a
powerful art in educating the masses
for the realization of tl-re supreme aspirations of human society. What is
more, by cutting themselves off from
the living reality around us, from the
society of which we are members, they
arrive at nihilism, expressing the tendency tcl deny any possibility of, or
belief in, social advance in history.

Theodore Adorno, a fervent disciple of
Schoenberg, and one of the most widely
known representatives of dodecaphonism, confirms this more openly in his
book, ..The philosophy of the New Mu-

sis-, when he writes about his master':

.The fear of loneliness becomes a canon of his art,'. Here, then, we have to
do '"vith an openly reactionary ideological stand, and not just a simple and
..independent system for the combination of sounds", as they try to present
it. The essence of Schoenberg's system of atonal music, together with its
hybrids, which has many followers today, in the bourgeois and revisionist
countries, being given every kind of
treatment i.n derivatives by various
<<composers>, proceeding from its one
basic principle: .<We must not go back
to the past,', or ..To insist on the tests
of esthetic laws of periods in which
one has not lived means that one
has no capacity for art", consists of
the idea that all the national art and
culture of the peoptre is unnecessar)'
for the artist, for the creator. Thus
every connection is severed with the
people's heritage, with all the former
musical culture, whlle in fact, affirming the most extreme cosmopolitanisrn,
and utterly corrupting the content and
the artistic form in which it finds its
embodiment. Starting from impressionism and expressionism to the present
dodecaphonic, serial, punctualistic mu-

sic, as well-as other trends and sys-
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tems th:rt are the offspring

of

bour'-

geois decadence, they all try to justify
themselves under the cloak of ..innovationo, the ..search for the new,' at a1l
costs, while absolutizing the means of
expression, while breaking every connection r,r,ith the best progressive tra ditions of the peoples and, above all,

seeking

to divert attention from

the

essential problems of the content, from
the major questions that are concerning n-rankind today, the working class.
the youth, the peoPles of the world,

\'vho are f ighting

f

or

tI-reir liberation

and their social rights.
The socalled concrete music, so much
praised by Pierre Schaeffer and his disiples, is Iounded on more or less the
same principles. Proceeding from the

principle that the music created by
mankind through the centuries is nothing but *abstract music,', these
..creators" take ..concrete soundso from
Iife, nature, in the form of noises like

that of factories, the roar of machines,
the bellowing of animals, the roar from
a stadium, human groans, etc. Among
the known achievements of this music we will mention ..Death of the
I{orse" in which, among sounds of differing tones and forms, the neighing of
a horse in diverse moments of its life,
down to its death rattle, are tape-recorded, and combined with other
noises. We can mention another work
of a similar kind composed by an ltalian composer and entitled *The Hunt
Sy,mphony,' in which the different
noises of a forest are recorded, the
rustle of trees, the baying of hounds,
the sound of horses' hoofs, the halloo
of hunters, etc., rvhich continue for
forty minutes. In its basic idea, this
trend is also linked with the electronic music which is produced in laboratories by means of various electronic devices, as a trend that seeks to
destroy genuine music art, all the progressive musical culture of the world
that the peoples have preserved, developed and cultivated through the cen-

In the first place, they try to
eliminate the overtones (secondary
tones generated by all natural musical sounds according to a law of
turies.

acoustics), including

the human

voice

and ail the different instruments mankind uses today. By means of gene-

rators and the play of frequences, semitones and even quarter tones are
made to compete among themselves,
gliding from one to the other to end
in an inarticulate, indeterminate sound
*GerdrsgS*, that in fact is only
a sort of hiss and nothing more. Fresh
experiments and studies are carried out
ca11ed

in electronic laboratories to

produce
variations and ramifications of every
kind, and together with the concrete

music, they claim that only this type
of music is directed to the listener and
communicates with him directly (with-

out the interrnediary of performers),
thus eliminating the social function of
Iirze concerts and aII the feelings and
emotions they arouse.

Into the

same

categoly fail all the various experiments and ..discoveries" of the Ger-

man

composer

K.

Stockhausen who,

starting from the technique of serial
music (which is linked with Webern's
style) produces the most bizarre sounds,
for example in his work for electronic sounds, piano. and percussion in-

struments. Another off-shoot

of

dode-

chaphonism is serial music which,
based on the same esthetic principles,
is characterized by the fragmentation
of the melodic line in tiny asymetrical
nuclei in which the timbre is given
an independent function in the overall context of sounds, with an even
more advanced complexity of musical
Ianguage which marks the prelude of
the generalization of the serial organization, typical of the final phase of
development

of

dodecaphonism. Striv-

ing to perfect the trend of serial music, the Austrian composer A. Webern,
who is known as an admirer and a
lvorthy disciple of Schoenberg's, in
order to perfect the flow of serial music, abandoned the tonal functions and
eliminated the principles of the function of sounds - the main characteristic and basis of realist music
right from the start, thus negating the
possibility of individualization and typification as well as the national physiognomy of musie in general, which

leacl-s to cr-,mplcte cosmopoli[rnisrn. The
socalled ..athematic music> which, by

abandoning musical thematic unity

(a

logical consequence of the individualization of heroes, of situations, of the
clash of opposing forces,

of a correct

and clear dramatic developrnent, etc.),
leads to the fragmentarization of ideas,
is in an almost identical position. The

of other currents
similar to those we just mentioned,

same may be said

aII of them being phenomena of the decay and degeneration of bourgeois art

culture. On this question,

comrade

Enver Hoxha says: .<Under the disguise
of an art which allegedly does not
recognise social prejudices and icleological commitments, the cult of lack
of content and ugly form, the cult of
the vile and the hideous is created.

The principal heroes of decaclent morlernist art are murderers and prosti-

tutes and its themes are immorality,
social pathology. Its banner is irrationalism, its liberation from <<reason>.
Its iileal is the primitivism of the cave
manr>.

The reactionary Western esthetes
claim to have a ..universal.. musical
ar'1. br-rt in fact, there is no one, unified, ..6e6".n styIe" for all. These musical trends and sub-trends have their'
common philosophical aspect, idealism,
and are the offspring of the capitalist
system, but, on the other hand, their

is the tendency to liquidate one another. Thus, ..electronismo and ..cosmic music>> claim to be
the most modern and uP to date, and
therefore pride of place belongs to
them; the *silent music" seeks to wipe
out all that has gone before it.
Light, rhythmic, and jazz music come
special feature

within the category of this inhuman
character of bourgeois music. As is
known, following the First World War

this music, which originated in
United States and Latin America,

the
pe-

netrated into various countries as <<modern music". And especially during the

Second World

War and after

it,

wherever the American Army went,
these ..evolved" modern dances became part of the political and ideological offensive to introduce the Ameri-
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of life amidst other peoples,
pushed
the songs and dances,
this
and
of various peoples
culture
and
art
the
throughout the world into obscurity.
In various countries, the most progressive forces. tl-ie music of the people, are
in direct conflict with this plague that
strives in every way to suppress the
national music, Misusing the specific
character of song as the simPlest
form of music that penetrates rapidly
among the masses. this genre has become the vehicle for a most reactionary
content which. cloaked in a most degenerate form, is aimed at the Youth
in particular. This inhuman music o{
trenzied rhythms is accompanied by
the ugliest dances rvhich are always
presented as the ..latest thing. and
which are intended to intoxicate and
stupefy the masses. The words that
caR way

go with these <<creations'>

clearly

reveal the poisonous aim for which
ale instilled into listeners' minds, day
after day. This same political and ideological plan also guides the religious music which is being spread so vigorously
in recent years in many countries of
the West, with the powerful support of
the Pope and the Catholic clergy. This
current of church music calling for
peace among men, for Christian humanism, and the serenity and the blessings
of heaven is nothing but open propaganda to reconcile the slave lvith his
master, the freedom fighter with the
plunderer and oppressor, the oppressed
with his exploiter. No less dangerous
is the music of erotic inspiration which
today has turned out into a pornograp-

hic current which through the radio,
television, coneerts, and records seeks,
like pornographic literature and films,
to bring about the corruption of the
youth, to divert their attention from
the great political, economic, and social problems that really do concern
them.

**+
As a result of the great betrayal of
Marxism-Leninism by the Soviet leadership and the other revisionists, in
tl,e Soviet Union and the other revi-

sionist countries the degeneration of
their cultule, art, and music began.
This was inevitable. The political and
ideological degeneration resulted in the
repudiation of the method of socialist
realism, the communist partisanship,
the class stand, the national character

and popular spirit of music, putting it
under the influence of the most reactio-

nary currents, degrading it by adoptins
Western systems and styles, especially
American ones, and turning to ..modernism-, in order to exalt the *new-,
..modern", the ..creativity of our time..
The slogan of the *re-examination- of
the foundations of the Marxist-Leninist
esthetics which began in the Soviet

Union and the other revisionist countries, especially following the 20th Congress of the CPSU, was nothing but a
subjectivist and idealist interpretation

of

esthetic phenomena. As early as
1962, ..g6vystskaya Muzyka. (No. 2)
wrote in an editorial: ..The struggle
conducted by the party against the influence of the personality cult and, in
this case, the reestablishment of a cor-

rect creative appraisal of individual
works of some great composers, gave
a fresh and vigorous impulse to the
advance of our music-. But just horv
music advanced in reality in the Soviet Union and the othet revisionist
countries ls shown by all the subsequent evolution of music in these
countries, both on the theoretical plane
and irr creative practice.
Even before the October Rerrolution
some composers of Czarist Russia began to faII under the influence of formalist currents. Hele we can mention
the experiments in colour by the well-knou,n composer Skriabin, rvho, on
the other hand, was also prominent for

his idealism and pessimism. In the
twenties these influences aff ected a
great number of Soviet composersr
Myaskovsky among others, and subsequently Shostakovich. Symphonic instrumental and chamber music was
particularly influenced by them. Thus,
in the works dealing with contemporary themes a pronounced formalist influence was apparent, as for example,
in Shostal<ovich's symphonic work *De-

.
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dication to Octobero and his miniatures
for piano, <.Aphorisms>, in ..Mozolov's

Factory-, Polovinsky's ..Telescope II",
G. Popolr's ..Sextet-, etc. This was the
lesult, in creative practice, of the ideo-esthetic thinking prevailing in those

clays, according to which *the sound
of the time must respond to the current
reality,>, and so the trend to adopt the
*technique" of Western music appeared'
In ..Zhizn Iskusstva- (p. 3, No 23, 1927)
Belyayev wrote: <<... we must borrow

the technique of contemporary

com-

which in fact means an abstract
technical stand, a formalist concept of
the new, of ..innovation- mainly in the
*combination of the means of expression,' rvl-tich no longer resemble "the
music of yesterday". At this point, these
composers acceptSchoenberg's theoretical and practical demands for breaking ai1 connections with the popular

posers>>

heritage and the most progressive works

of cultivated music. But the consistent
revolutionary struggle, the teachings of

Lenin and, later, the leadershiP

of

Stalin guided musical creativeness correctly achieving those great results of
the Soviet music of socialist realism
which are recognised and known. Following the betrayal in the Soviet Union and the other revisionist countries,
such as Poland and others, an unrestrained propaganda began in favour of
the currents and styles of bourgeois decadent music. The various revisionist
theoreticians tried

to iustify this by
of these styles

claiming that the use

is a demand imposed bY the time. According to thern, the subject, the intellect, the creative power of the artist as
an independent individual creates the
object of art. Thus, they agree on many points with the bourgeois esthetes
and adopt the theses both of expressionism and of other modernist currents, according to the adepts of which
the ..object" has not the slightest reaIist foundation, because emotion is based on profound passivity and mysticism, as we find, for examPle, in the
works of the French comPosers Messiaen, Boulez, etc. So it is not at all
accidental that in 1965 the Soviet pub).ishing house

..MUZGIZ,

published
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and distributed Arthur Honegger's <.Liturgical Svmp}rony No B- and ilre So-

viet composer D. Shostakovich himself
ormed his ..symphony \o 14-.
rvhich is pervaded by pessimism. antiperf

-heroism and mediaeval religious obscu-

lanlism.
According to the polish musicologist,
Jozef Chominsky: << . . . Even now. for
many composers (polisl-r) the West still
remains an attractive force. The influ_
ence of the creative currents of Western
Europe often hampers the development
of national music . . . The creativeness
of contemporary polish composers is
distinguished for its rvide variety of
styles. The range of means of expres_
sion is very broad, from flre modes of

the past century to dodecaphonv and

punctualism. . .>. The polish Radio in
Warsar,v has

organized experimental

studios of electronie and concrete mu_
sic (under the direction of Jozef pat_
kowsky). the same as in many Western
countries: France, Italy, Germany, or
the United States. Hence it is not sur_
prising that Poland has become a cen_

tre of the ugliest trends of

decaclent

music; in Warsaw there are public con_
certs of performances of silent music.
including the most absurd styles prac_
ticed in Western music today.
The general Secretary of the League
of Soviet composers in fact justifies the
cultivation of every decadent musical
current when he writes in the magazi_
ne ..Sovyetskaya Muzyka,>: ... . . In great

part of our music subjective

tenclencies

are still manifest. Some composers seek
their inspiration in the archives of the
Middle Ages, others in cold, grotesque
masks. Some try their talents in dode_
caphon5, or concrete music. In fact
there ls nothing to be alarmed about in

all this; youth is youth, and it
to try everything". And further:

likes
..Let

us take another subject, space, one of
the most romantic themes of our days.
Here, too, our young authors are devoting great attention to research in
..cosmic sounds". As is known, today,
in the West there is a trend of socalled *cosmic music,' which, rvith imagination, tries to discover sounds of in-

telplanetary space (reproclueing them

by means of sophisticated electronic
apparatus and generators). But ure ask
rrrhat diffelence is there between these

this stand, and the statements of Heinrich Strobel, the editol
of tl're avant-guarde magazine *MeIos-, who sa;rs that -bombs fall atoappraisals,

nallyo. We should add that, accolding
to him, it does not matter what one
composes, ho'lv and u.hy one composes,
or tl-re nlusical trend it belongs to be-

is

hanging over everybod;r's l-read. These are clearly metaphysical views of an expressionistic philosophy and esthetics, and have been approved by the Secretarl' General of the
League of Soviet ComPosers, just as
he has given his approval of many decadent wolks by various Soviet comi:ccause death

SEI'S.

Present Soviet nlusical critieisln
thinks that the means of expl'ession of
dodecaphony present no danger and
that, in dilferent combinations, they do

not distort the content. Thus, at tbe
Svmposium of Musicologists (Beriin
1966) they presented *six tableaus for
piano,' composed ..1n mixed styleo, dtldecaphonic and traditional, by Arno
Bobadian. Moreover. at the Fifth Conference of Musical Theoreticians it was
claimed that <iphenomena should not
be evaluated from traditional positions". In fact these theories are nothirrg
othel than a negation of the national
physiognomy of music, a break with
tradition, as Schoenberg demanded ear1ier. At the same conference Klignitlia
caps this when he says more oPenlY:
*Dodecaphonic technique Ievels out national or-iginality-, nn6 this is clearly

confirmed by all the creations of contemporary modernist currents. As to
the real relationships between content
and artistic form that 1ie at the fouirdation of these currents, systems and
styles, Stefan Kiselewsky defines them
ln a clearcut manner in the Polish rna-

gazine .<Ruch Itrfittzyczny>, when he
writes: <.Music is the organization of
sounds, or more exaetly, the combination of certain systems of organization

that gather individual viewpoints in
their own sphere>. Hence, it has nothing

to do lvith content, and S. Kiselewsky,,
although in another folm, has borrowed thjs negation of the power of music to reflect objective reality from Igor
Stravinsky (composer of Russian origin
and U.S. citizenship) who accepted the

thesis that ..music is only a lie,> a:.rd
who did not cor-rsider himself a creator, a composer, but a craftsman who
produced various sour-rds.
At the conference mentioned above,
the Soviet composer Denisov declared
that ..dodecapl-rony and serial music are
a normal achievement in the nerv stage of developrrrent of musical art-. In
fact this assertior-r accepts the elin-rina-

tion of principles of the function of
sounds of realist music, a departure
from theil tonal base, the negation of
individualization, the elimination of the
national physiognomy and popular spi-

rit in musie, and. above all, the bastalcli-

zation of the sound ideological content
which results from these currents whieh

start from an idealist and reactionarv
ideo-esthetic
Toda5u

base.

various representatives

of

Western deeadent music rrisit the Soviet Union and are u'elcomed there.

of clegenerate musieal
currents are being popularized and ever

Various works

more frequently performed

there.
Troupes, ensembles ancl eomplexes from
the United States give ..successful,

for the Soviet publie.
in the Soviet Union and the
other revisionist eountries, all sorts of
ensembles at the most varied kincls
that, both in content and form. imita_
performances
Todav,

te those of the United States. have been
set up. Onee M. Gorky asked: ..With
uzhom do you side. masters of art?-

It is evident that these revisionist mas_
ters of music and those that direet.

encourage. and approve them. are aga_

inst the people. the revolution. and

so-

cialism.

Confro'nting the modernist degeneration and distortions stand the art of
soeialist realism and all the revolutionary and progressive art of the world.

which remains loyal to sound traditjons and proceeds from the loftv interosls oI lhe peoples. -
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Gtrxfsl-Ie ninisf Unity

December, the neu:sytaperZbri i

Poptr,ttit* organ of the Central Cotnmittee of the PartE of Labour of Albania, published a sutnmary of the Joint
Communique on tlte talks between representatiaes of the Central Comm'iltee
of the Communist Party of Argentina
(M-L) and, the Central Committee o'J

the Comtnuntst Partg of

GermanY

(M-L).

The commtutique, taken from the
newspaper *Roter Morgen*, organ oJ
the Central Committee of the Commu-

nist Party of Germang (M'L), announces that Lmpottant problems of the si'
tua,tion in Argentina and in GermanE
u.;ere d.iscussed as roelL as the problems

of the Marrist-Leninist strategy

and

tactics of tlte ret:olutionarll struggle.

The conttnunique stresses the full
support of the Communist PartA (M-L)
of Argentina for the struggle of the
German proletariat and the uorking
J11,dsses

of Germany

und,er the leader-

ship of the Communist Partq of Ger'
manA (M-L), for the uiolent socialist
reuolution and' the establishment of the
d,ictatorship

of the proletariat

through

the r,ohole ol Germang, for a united,,
inclependent, socialist G ermanY'
The Communist PartY of Gerrnang
(M-L) cleclares its full support for the
struggle oJ the proletariat and the work'
ing masses of Argentina at the head
ol u;hich stands the Communist PartE
(M-t) ol ArgenLina. The masses of the
Ttr,ople o{ Argen.tina are figltting in th,e
'nerc detnocvatic reaolution to liquidate

the

Jasctst dictatorship and'

the dotninotion of

to

defeat
the
ancl
imperialism

rialisnt, reaction and rettisionism' t or

Argentinian oligarchy Linked tuith it.
The defeat of the fascist dictatorship

the

and,

scale,

its replacement uith a reDollltio'
narg pro'-*isional gouernment carl be
achieued onlg through a retolutionary
uprising.

ln connection with their assessment
cf the internationrtl situction, thz tao
parties unanimouslg obserue that the
of the propresent sithe
and
rerolution
letarian
tuation in the u:orld' is the result of
the deuelopment of fundamental conpresent epoch is the epoch

traclictions analgsed bg Lenin.
The communique Points out that the
fundamental' conttadictions in the
tuorld. todag are Ti,nked together ancl no
one co,n deng or extinguish them' On
the basis of the sltarPening of the
contrad.ictions, 'ur;'t, the worl,d todaA, a

situati,on Jatsourable for the reuolutionary struggles of the peoples has been
c1'eated,.

The struggle o! the

oppressed

peoples and, nations against impetiali'sm'
especially against Tlnited States impe'
rialis tt't and Russian social'-imperialism'
against reactiott and redsionisln, is assuming a great impetus. In the capitalist countries, the class struggle oJ the
proletariat against the bourgeoisie, trtitlt
the socialist reuohttion as the objecti-

is constantlg deteloping. The etis'
tence of Socialist Al.bania and Socia-

r:e,

l,ist China is of gt:'zat importance for
tl'te retolutionarg struggles of the oppressed, peoples and the i.ntetnational
proletariat. The socialist countries'
u.thich adhere to the Maruist-Leninist
Iine and proletarian internation'alism,
are bases in the struggle against impe-

t-:ictor11

oJ

socialisttt,

on a

worlcl

Today, the tu:o imperialist superpoTlers. U.S. imperialism and Sotiet social-imperial.ism, are the ttoo biggest
internattonal etploitet s and oppressors,
srresses tlrc communique further on.
Their fierce contantion in the sttuggle
for uorld domination is the main sour''
ce of the d,anger of a new ilnperialist
roorld, uar. The Communist Parta (M'L)
of Argentina and the Communist Part11
of GermanY (M-L) are oJ the oPinion
that it is absolutely necesso.rA to fight
both the superpouers in the same man-

ner and that it is impossi,ble to relg
on the one suqerqouer against the
other.

The Communist Partg (M-L) of Ar-

gentinn and, the Communist Partg of
Germang (M-L) hold that the present
situation in the uorld makes it espe'

ciallg necessarg to strengthen and' consolidate the uni,tA among the sister
Marrist-Leninist parties on the basis

of the principles of Martism-Lenini'sm
and probetarian internationalism' In
ttris unitg, they see the main Jactor
lor the further progress of the reuolution in the worl'l.
Commenting on this communique in
an ed,itorial, article, the

neuss12aper

ri i Popullit* urites:
*As the communique

saAs,

uZti-

the re'

presentatiues of the tuo parties discus-

sed itnportant questi,ol'Ls of the inter'
national situation, the situation in Ar-

in

Germang, problems oJ
the Marrist-Lenlnist strd'tega and tac-

genttna and,
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l;ics of lhe reoolutionary struggle in the
respectiue countrLes, and erchanged et-

the rerolution, the genuine Marrist-Le-

perience and erytressed their support
fot' one another in the spirit of prole-

The joint communique of the Comtt'tuttist Party of Germany (M-L) and
tbe Communist Party (M-L) of Argentina, and the earlier declarations oJ a
n"u"tnber of other parties are an expression of the f act that the genuine Mat tist-Leninist tnouement has no,u gainerl

resolutelA against internal reaction and

nton Mat'rist-Leninists artd the Argentinian Marrist-Leninists. In this, it sees
a setious etfort bg the tu:o sister parties lo fut"ther strengthen and d,etelop
the unitg bet,**een them as well as that
in the ranks of the internqtionalist

ualuable etperience. both in the struggle against its common enemies and
in the cool'diltdtion o! their ctctil)tties
in the re--olutionat'A struggle. As the
communique of the tuo sister parties

Lahich contributes to the strengtheninl1
of the unitg of the Marrist-Leninist mot:ement on a wofld scale and uill al-

rist -Leninist moD em ent.
ln the present epoch, tLshen the u:orking masses are engaging tltemselues in
Ute reuolutionary struggle, i,n the strttggle against the ttro superpoTDers, against
imperialism and reaction in general on
an eL*er uider scale, the interndtional

more thoroughly assimilited

tario,n inl)ernationalism.
The Party of Labour of Albania lulty

suppotts the cooperation betueen the
Marxist-Leninist parties a.nd uelcomes the

joint communique of the Ger-

M ar

unitg of the proletariat and the unitg
among

its

uanguard d,etachrnents, the

Marxist-Leninist parties the u;orld
ouer, assume special importance. As
comrade Enuer Horha stressed at the
7th Congress of the Party of Labour oJ
Albania, the call of Mart and Engels
*Proletarians of all countries, unite!*,
has been and remains a pou:erful call
for unity. Todag, the allround recipro-

cal cooperation and aid among

the

Marilst-Leninist parties d.re more necessarA than erer, because they are
their pouerful u:eapon in the unequo.l
fight against imperiolism headed, by
U.S. imperialism, SoDiet social-im.perialism, modern retisionism and all
reactionary forces.
The bourgeoisie and reoisionism hare
aluays risen against such cooperation,
although theg themselres collaborate
and coordinate their actit:ities, openlg
or secretly, in order to diuide and crush

rrirrists and reL'olutionaries.

sho'**s,
rLed

this erperienae is

beconing
car-

actiuitg of the siste'r Communist Partp

(M-L) of Argentina, uhich is tighting
U.S. imperialism, as
modern retisionism.

'**ell as

against

Arm,ed taith the decisions of the Ttlt
Congress, the Partg of Labour of Albania, in the f uture, too, will continue to

render its support

to euery

actit:ity

uays u.phold the principles of Marrism-Leni'nism and proletarian internationalism.

and

further forusara.

sense, it can be said that the
publication of the joint communtque
of the sister Nlartist-Leninist parties o!

In this

Germany and Argentina, uhich appraises tbe situation and defines the mutual tasks tor the coming class battles

from a correct Martist-Leninist position, is a success for the whole Mart:ist

-Leninist

moD ement.

The Partg of Labour of Albania has

fraternal relations and, ties both uith
the sister PartE of Germang and ttitlt
the sister Party oJ ArEentina. These reLations are inspired bg our conln"Loll
ideol"ogg, Mar:rism-Leninism, by our i euolutionory unity, u:hich is based on

the immortal lessons of Marr, Engels,
Lenin and Stalin.
Our PartE supports the correct
M arrist - Leninist line and r euol,utionarll
actiritA of the sister Cotnmunist Parly
of Germany (M-L) and yees in it the
'-uanguard detachment of the German
proletarirLt in the tuo Gerlnd.n states,
the fighter for the reDolution througtt
to --ictorA, the resolute f ighter f or a
united, independent, socialist Germany.
Our Partg is in solid,aritA dlso LDith
the general line and the reuolutionarg

r
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press revtew
THE NAME AND WORK OF COMIiADE MAO TSETUNG
ARE IMMORTAL
*zERl I POPULLIT'>, organ of the cc at the PLA
Today the Albanian communists and people, together rvith
the Chinese communists and
fraternal people, commemorate with deep respect the B3ih
anniversaly of birth of Comi:.rde Mao Tsetung, the great 1eader of the Communist Part), of
China and the Chinese people,

the dear friend of our

pcople was boln, and greu' into a colossal force. Throri3h

Iegendary

battles. 1t routed,

rvellbeing. At
the head of the Communist
progress, and

Party of China, Comrade Mao
Tsetung became the architect

of the glorious road of profound social transformations,
of the construction of socialism
and the magnificent victories

?at'1t"

one aftel another', the forces
of feudal-bourgeois reaction,

p1e have achieved

rvorld

tlte armies of the Japanese r.nvaders and the counter-revo-

people's

and people.

All the victories of

del the cirect leadership of
Comrade Mao Tsetung, in the
fire of the revolutionary armed struggle, the People's Libelation Army of the Chinese

histor:lc importance that the
Chinese people have achieved
over more than half a ceniury under the leadership of the
Communist Party of China,
are closely linked with ihe
name and revolutionary a:fivitlz of Comrade Mao Tsetunl:,

On the basis of the immnrtal teachings of Marxism-Leninism and relying filmly on the
levolutionary struggle and e1-

orts of the Chinese pr-o1etariat, Comrade Mao Tsetung
founded the glorlous Communist Party of China, the faitl-rful vanguard and leadersl-rip
of the Chinese wolking people,
which he led for more than 50
years on the road of great vicf

tories.
Comrade Mao Tsetung is the
great strategist of the Chinese

revolution. Applying and

de-

veloping the teachings of M:rrxism-Leninism in the condi-

tions of China, he providecl

the Communist Party of China
and the Chinese revolution
with a colrect strategy which
1ed them to victory through a
heroic people's almed struggle
extending over .15 years. Un-

lutionary holde- of Chiang
Kai-shek. armed to the teeth
by the U.S. imperialists. The
brilliant r.,ictorv of the great
Chinese levolution. rr l-ricl'r
dealt a heavy blow at the positions of rvorld imperialism,
and the founding of the People's Republic of China are
the living embodiment of the
colrectness and vitality of the
Marxist-Leninist line follo'",rred
by the Communist Party of
China under the tested Ieadership of Comrade Mao Tsetung. The rich experience of
the Chinese revolution, rr"'hich
constitutes a valuable contlibution to the treasury of the
theory and practice of the revolutionary movement of the
world proletariat, is summed
Lrp

on a scientific basis, accor-

ding to the principles of Marxism-Leninism, in his thougltt

and teachings.

For the Chinese people lhe
creation of the People's Repu-

blic of China marked the di-

viding line between two
worlds
- the old world of exploitation and oppression, ailrl
the new world of freedom.

that

tl-re

fraternal Chinese peo-

in a1l fielJs
over these 27 years of their

power. Under

the

Ieadership of the Communist
Party of Chlna r'vith Comrade
Mao Tsetung at the head, gr-eat
People's China has been trans-

formed into

a powerful,

de-

veloped socialist country, with
modern industry and advanced
agriculture, with science and

technology of a high world
standard, with a stable eccnomy that knorvs no crises or

unemployment, and ensures
the uninterrupted rise of ihe
wellbeing of the people, witir
a defence potential capable of
defeating any enemy or coalition of aggressors that might
dare to touch it. The Great
Proletarian Cultural Revoh.ttion. vrhich was initiated and
directed by comrade Mao Tsetung, defeated the counter-revolutionary plots of the bourgeois-revisionist clique of Liu
Shao-chi and his supporters,
defending the victories of socialism and strengthening the
dlctatorship of the proletaiiat
so that the cause of socialism
advance unceasingly and the way would
be closed to any attempts to
return to capitalism.

in China would
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ot the
fiLl our cornand people with im-

1'he great victories
Chinese people
r-nui-rists

mense joy, for our two parties,

our two peoples and our turc
countries are linked in a deep
revolutionary friendship. This
friendship was forged by our
two Marxist-Leninist parties,
by Chairman Mao Tsetung and
Comrade Enver Hoxha. It has
rvithstood every test, for it
lvas created. born and tempered in the struggle for tl-re same ideals of the revolution and
socialism, is based on the common ideology, Marxism-Leninism, and on proletarian inter-

nationalism, has been strength-

ened

and temperecl in

the

common struggle and battles
against imperialism and world
reaction, against the two world
gendarmes, U S. imperialism
and Soviet social-imperialism,
and in the resolute and con-

sistent struggle against modern revisionism. The Albanian communists and people
r,r,ill always keep alive in their
memory the deep feelings of
love and respect nurtured by
comrade Mao Tsetung for our
people, our Party and our
country, the great and constant
concern he showed, in a lofty
internationalist spirit to sin-

cerely support and assist

s.r-

cialist Albania in her struggle and efforts to overccr:re
the difficulties created by tire
plots and blockades o{ her impelialist-revisionist enemies, in
the suceessful construction cf
socialism and the strengthening of the defence potential of

the country. Comrade

Meo

Tsetung made a high appraisal the common struggle and

the,mutual support of eur
t'"vo parties and people for the
great common cause of ihe
rerroLution and socialism, lor
the defence of the purity of
Marxism-Leninism against the
same enemies. imperialism, so-

cial-imperialism, r.evisionism,
and reaction. -The strength
tl'rat stems from this frienrlsl-rip*, stressed cotnrade Mao
Tsetung, <.is inexhaustible aDd

truly invincible. Let our

tu,o

parties and tu,o peoples unite
stil1 more closely with the ge-

nuine Marxists all over lhe
lvorld, with the revolutionary
peoples of the different coun-

spiration arnd encouragemerrt
to our Party and people. They
are proud to have a reliable
friend and close comrade in
arms of the same ideals in
the great Chinese people and
in their Communist Party,

educated by comrade Mao
Tselung with feelings of love
and internationalist sblidarity
bowards our country. And, as
comrade Enver Hoxha stressed at the 7th Congress of the

PLA. *Our Party and people
will strive unceasinglJ, to kcep
the fraternal friendship and

collaboration with the great
phinese people, their glorious
Communist Party, the great

People's Cl-rirra, pure

In

and

commemorating the B3th

anniversary of birth of conrrade Mao Tsetung, this great
Nllarxist-Leninist and proletarian revolutionary, the Albanian people and their Party of
Labour express their firm
conviction that, as comlade
Mao Tsetung has said, our two

tlies, and fight shoulder-to-shoulder to finally bury the
common enemies of the peo-

gether and triumph together,

ples oI the world, U.S. imperia-

in the interests of our

Iism and Soviel t evisionism,'.
This militant internationalist friendship is a great in-

parties and our t."vo peoples
will stand together, fight totwo
eountries, and the cause of so-

cialism, the revolution,
M

arxism-Leni

and

ni s m.

I
WHILE THE MILLIONAIRES MULTIPLY THEIR MILLIONS, THH
MASSES OF THE PEOPLE ABE LIVING IN POVEETY AND WANT
*BASHRIMI>>, organ of the Detnocratic Front of Albania

In the present

conditions

lvhen the capitalist-revisionist
countries are deeply involved

in an economic and financial
crisis, the economic and social

inequality l:etween

classes,

between exploiters and exploited, has assumed unprccedentcd proportions. While the
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of the working people
are becoming more and mcre

masses

impoverished, the bourgeoisie
is increasing its profits. In the
United States, the profits of
541 big monopolies rose 33 pcr

cent in the first six months
of 1976, in comparison wiih
the same period of 1975. The
*Dupont- firm, for example,
in the space of three months
made a profit of over 200 million dollars, or 6 times more
than in the same period of the
past year.
Today in the United States,

5 per cent of the population
owns 57 per cent of the national wealth, whereas 87 per
cent of the remainder of the
population owns only B per
cenl of it. Over 30 million peop1e in that country are living
below the official poverty le-

veI. This in no way hinders the rnonopoly bour-

from spending abcut
130 million dollars per year

geoisie

just to maintain its bureaucratic apparatus, or from spending
10 billion dollars on the receptions given by the big corporations, or 40 billion dollars
on luxury items each year.

This is the road the

new
bourgeoisie in power in lhe
Soviet Union has taken, too
There, the process of class diI-

ferentiation, the polarization
of society, is increasing rapidly. On one hand there are the
elements of the new bourgecisie, such as the top functionaries of the revisionist party
and state, the bureaucratic
military caste, the technocrats,
etc., and on the other bhe
broad masses of the working

people of the town and couotryside. Millions of Soviet people, especlally in the countryside, are living below the rrcognised minimum. According

to official data, there are 25
million people in the Sorrict
Union living at the minimllm
level set b:' [he Soviet revistonists themselves, u,'hile 68 miI-

lion others have a family
income belo'w that minimum.

Under' these condilions, in

which the fundamental contradictions of capitalist society are becoming ever deeper,
social-democracy, the revisionists and the other oppor'iltnists are intensifying their deceptive propaganda intendcd
to convince the masses of the
working people that the pre-

sent upheavals are allegedl),
a passing phenomenon, thert,fore they should endure the
heavy burden that has fallen
upon them. But, as Comrade
Enver Hoxna stressed at the
7tl-r Congress of the Party,
*.

. . capitalism, as a social system, can never escape its contradictions and ulcers, be-

it is incapable of ensuring its own superprofits and
preserving an internal social
cause

equilibrium at the same time,r.
Nothing can cover the fact tl'ra'i
the enrichment of a handlul

of millionaires brings
impoverishment and

a-oout

.
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paid 33 times the average
',vage of a worker, in France
this difference is 28 times, in
fhe Soviet Union about 20
times, in Italy 18 times, rt'hereas in Brazil it is 100-200 times over, or even higher.
The capitalist larv of the
increase of profits and the
impoverishment of the masses
of the people is operating ever
more savagely. EverYwhere, in

all the

capitalist-revisionist

countries, we see an unprecc'-

dented rise in Prices anC
taxes, which leads to the continuous rise of the cost of iiving. Now in the Soviet Union,
in order to buy the essenl,ial
food and industrial products,
a worker's family must spend

29 per cent more than Previously, whereas the incorne
of a peasant's familY has ftrllen 25 por cent during the last

five years.
Taxes are another facior
that reduce real wages, thus
making the life of the broaC
masses of the working people

ever more difficult. It has
been calculated that the total
sum of taxes squeezed out of
the U.S. working people during

the period following the Second World Wal has increased five fold and has reached
the sum of 286 billion doll:rrs.
A whole system of taxes falls
on the backs of the Sov!.et

want
among the masses of the people. An intensive process of
polarization is observed, among

rvorking people, too. During
the last ten years taxes ha're

other things, also in the coIossal differentials in wages.

people were robbed of 18,4 b!1-

In

Spain, for example, the
manager of an enterprise is

in ie75
the masses of the working
increased 140 per cent,

lion rubles, that is to say 12
per cent of their monthly wages. In Britain taxes gobble uP
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40 per cent of a worher's pay,
whereas in the Federal Re-

public of Germany in 1975
alone the masses of the working people had to pay 65 billion Marks in taxes.
The more the general economic crisis of the bourgeois.
revisionist countries deepens,
the more big capital, the

bourgeoisie

tinuous sharpening of

nists

antagonistic contradiction rn
capitalism between the social
character of production and
the private chal'acter or aP-

and the revisiotry to shift the burden
of the crisis on to backs ,-rf
the broad masses of the working people. Thus the gulf betr'veen rich and poor, betweer
the bourgeoisie and the pro-

Ietariat, is becoming deeper
day by day. This class diffr:rentiation leads to the con-

the

propriation, and treads to the

further intensification of the
struggle of the proletariat for
the overthrow of the rotben
system

in

power.

I
THE BEFORMIST AND REVISIONIST TRADE UNIONS
SABOTEURS OF THE STRUGGLE OF THE WORKING CLASS
AGAINST CAPITAL
*PUNA-, orgo,n of the Central Council of Trade Unions of Albania

In the capitalist and revisionist states an ever increasing intensification of the capitalist oppression and exploita-

ed strata accept their difficult
situation, so that they do not
rise and seek the road of the
overthrow of the capitalist

tion of the working class and
the other masses of the working people is apparent. This
is an expression of the antipopular policy of the bourgeoisie and monopolies to saddle the working people with
the burden of the grave crisis
which has gripped them and
is growing deeper day by
day, and to keep their profits unaffected. The bour-

system of oppression.
To achieve this counter-re-

geoisie

is

accompanying this

intensification

Iist

of its

capita-

oppression and exploita-

tion with new savage police
measures to prevent any outburst of the legitimate opposition and revolt of the working class against the savage
attacks of the capital. The aim
of the bourgeoisie is to make

the working class and the
other oppressed and exploit-

volutionary objective, along
with violence, the bourgeoisie
also uses its other favourite
weapon

disruption

of

the

ranks of- the working cla;s.
In this respect, lt has charged
the reformist and revisionist
trade unions with a special

mission, and precisely at these
moments of the deepening of
the general crisis of capitalism when the bourgeois state

power is beginning to quake
under the blows of the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat, they have stepped up
their treacherous and disrup-

tive activities. ..These socalled
trade unions, openly manipuiated by the bourgeois parties
and led by the working class
aristocracy,>, said comrade

Enver Hoxha in the report he
delivered to the 7th Congress
of the PLA, ..struggle by all
manner of means to confuse

the working people and

sabotage

their

to

revolutionary

struggle".

As the agents of capital, the
treacherous leaders of the
trade unions strive to have
the entire movement of the
working class, any of its actions, carried out within the
bounds of bourgeois law, in
such a way as not to damage
the interests of the monopolists. They try to impose class
peace and to channel the
movement of the working
class into the capitulationist
line of class conciliation and
collaboration. Clear expressions of this are the active
support which the reformist
and revisionist trade unions
are giving the various plans
of the bourgeoisie to get out
of the crisis by shifting the
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burden of

the r'vorkers' ranks to the ef-

u'orking people, and the Pro-

ailegedly'indisPensable' nou'

it on to the shoulmasses of the
the
ders of
paganda theY conduct

to

this

end. The socalled PolicY of
national sacrifice that the revisionist trade union leaders
have trumPeted so loudlY in
Italy and France, in the FedeL'al Republic of GermanY and
England, in the USA and elsewhere, is nothing but the continuation of the notorious Policy of further tightening of
the belt which the heads of
the bourgeois gover-nments are

in ItalY the
traitor leadershiP of the Italian General Confederation
of Labour, which is under
the influence of revisionist
parties, has suPPorted the
applying. Thus,

socalled ..pIan for the restoration of the economY" which

was recently adopted bY the

government and which is
based entirely on considerable
increases in prices for manY
food products and industrial
goods.

Just like the ministers of
the bourgeois governments,
who try to satisfy the workers

with an empty spoon,

the

trade union leaders are carrying on a lot of propaganda in

fect that these sacrifices

are

to improrze the situation, which

u,iII allegedly imProve,

as

soon as the difficult economic
situation is over. TheY Present
economic crises, these Perma-

nent fellow-t'ravellers of the
capitalist system, which rvill
go on as long

ship and
ploitation

as Private ownerthe caPitalist ex-

exist, as

Passing

phenornena. And they do this,
not only in order to make the

rvorking class and the other
masses of the working PeoPIe

accept the consequences of
crises, but also in order to Prevent the proletariat from seek-

ing and taking the road

of

the revolution 'lvhich, as Marx-

ism-Leninism teaches us, is
the only road to escape ct'ises
and capitalist exPloitation.
On the other hand, the trade

union leaders strive in everY
way to sabotage the organiza-

tion, unity and the revolutionarv struggle of the working class. The interference of
the trade union leaders in
Italy or France, in Britain or
Belgium and elsewhere, in order to force the 'uvorkers to
renounce

their

revolutionarY

59

class struggle, is now notorious. AS soon as the strike

movement in a branch of the
economy takes a direction that
ir-rfringes upon the interests of
the capital, the trade union
leaders rush into negotiations
with the bosses, the PrinciPal
aim of which is to extinguish

the revolt of the working
class and Prevent the movement from assuming Proportions dangerous to capital.

In order to keeP the trade
unions and the entire rn'orkers'

movement under their control, the traitor trade union

leaders,

in

close collaboration

with the caPitalists, strive to
prevent at all costs sound elements, dedicated to the cause
of the working class, from
coming to the leadershiP of
the trade unions. The dailY
experience of the class struggle is convincing the working
class that the struggle against
the treacherous activitY of the

trade union leaders,

against

anti-PoPular line and
stand. is a component Part

their

of the struggle against the
bourgeoisie, against caPitalist oppression and exPloitation.
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THE TENTACLES OF THE TWO SUPERPOWERS
ON THE AFRICAN CONTINENT
*ZERI I POPULLIT*,
great
Events in Africa show that, and the Soviet Union, are de- tegic. Africa possesses
of
reserves
huge
and
wealth
to
this
global
attention
special
voting
their
of
context
in the
materaw
unexploited
still
strategy for world domina- continent. The motives that
tion, fl1e twn imperialist su- impcl thcm arc cconomic ancl rials, especially of minerals of
perpowers, the United States political, military ancl stra- great strategic value. It ac-
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counts for a large percentage
of world's pr,oduction of diamonds, cobalt, gold, chromium, etc, as well as considerable quantities of uranium.

At the same time, Africa is
a huge market on which the
obsolescent weapons and unsold stocks of goods of the tlvo
greatest plunderers of our clay,

the U.S. imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism, can be
sold with economic and poIitical advantage.
The facts prove that both
these two plunderers are competing with each other to get
their hands o,n the biggest
and best slice of the Afri-

can ..cake". Under the
guise of ..development aido
the U. S. monopolies and
the multinational monopoly
companies have made huge
i,nvestments in many African
countries under conditions

that ensure them colcssal profits of tens of biltions of dol-

Iars, at the expense of

the

Iong-suffering African peoples,
and that create possibilities

for them to plunder and subjugate these nations. Even in

States from Zambia and Ethio-

pia in

1975,

tell 40 and

35

per cenl r'espectivcly.
Under the guise of their
..naturaI a11y" s.6 ..disinter.ested friend-, the neo-colonialists of the Kremlin, too.
are robbing te African countries with both hands. During
the ten last years they have
exported capital totalling more

than three billion dollars

to

Africa. As a result of their un-

equal trade

t,ith the Soviet

social-imperialists, the African

countries had suffered losses
amounting to 2 billion 400 mjllion dollars in the period 19651974.

The sphere of the fierce rivalry between the two superpowers in Africa also includes its very favourable strategic position. Thev have
made, and continue to make,
all sorts of efforts to create
military bases whelever they
can, in Libva and South Africa, in Rhodesia and Somalia.

in

Angola. Zaire, Guinea. etc.

from which their naval fleets
can control the sea routes
across the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans from Europe to Africa and Asia and vice-versa,
while the airport of the Afri-

the present conditions of the
deepening crisis, the prices of
industrial goods sold to the
African countries have gone

can countries are the preferred

whereas prices
for the raw materials that they
seII have dropped. We need

stations for the military aircraft of the airforces of the
United States and the Soviet

still higher,

only mention that in

1974

prices for U.S. exports of fer_
tilizers and metallurgical products went up 100 and 83 per
cent respectively in compalison with those of 1973. while
the prices of copper and cof-

fee exported to the United

Union.

The visits of the emissaries
of Washington and Moscow to
the African countries speak of
many things. 'Iime has pr-oven
that the smiling faces of these
emissaries conceal their inter-

ference and plots

to stir

up

TOD

AY

conflicts and to create new
hotbeds of tension in this area,
according to the old impeliaIist policy of <divide and rule-.
The t'"vo superpowers split
the Angolan people and embroiled them in a fratricidal

war, they incite one Afr.ican
country against the other in
order to create new l-rotbeds
of tensions. It was U.S. imperialism that incited the quarrel
between Kenya and Uganda.
the armed raid by the Israeli
Zionists on Entebbe airport
in Uganda, and the aggressive
acts of the Rhodesian racists
against Mozambique. Behind
the enmitv and discord among

the Arab countries on the
African continent lurks the
bloodstained hand of Washington and that of Moscow.
The never ending plots and
intrigues of the enemies of
the freedom and independence

of the

independent African

states, as comrade Enver Hoxha
stressed at the 7th Congress

of the Party, <<are engineered
to retard the revival of this
vast continent rvith a population that has lived in poverty for centuries, but which
an ancient oulture, which

new strenglh and

has
has
energies,

rvhich imperialism, social-im-

perialism and world capital
do not allow to be channelled on to the right roacl of
the progress, freedom, democracy and full independence
and sovereignty of these
states>.

The African peoples, who for
centuries on end have faced
savage, rviIy, and perfidious
enemies, the old colonialists
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and the present-day racists,
etc., are seeing more and more
clearly that they should
strengthen their unity and
continue their struggle against

these old enemies which are
trying to regain their lost positions everywhere they can,
and in particular against the

intrigues, manoeuvres

and

o
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plots of new enemies, the U.S.

imperialists and the

Soviet

who are
and wily than

social-imperialists,

more savage
their old enemies.

r
THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE CRISIS
FOR THE PEASANTR,Y OF THE CAPITALIST COUNTRIES
Fact and figures from the Albanian Telegraphic Agencg

In the situation in which
the entire capitalist and revisionist'r,,"'orld is caught in the

glip of crisis, the bourgeoisie
is trying to shift the conse-

quences of the crisis on to the
backs of the working people,
including the peasantry. The

decline

in agricultural

pro-

duction concentration of arable
land in the hands of big estate-

owners and monopolies, the

enormous increase in the
prices of daily necessities, ete,,
are causing the impoverishm.ent of millions of peasants.
In many capitalist countries,

such as West Germany,
France, Italy, Spain, and

others, the process of the ruin
of the labouring peasantry, of
the increasing bankruptcy of
peasant farms that cannot
cope with the competition of
the monopolies and the big
Iandor,vners, is being stepped
up. As a result, many peasants

are turned into field hands,
into hired labourers, while
many others are obliged to
Ieave their villages, to join
the ranks of the unemployed
in the cities, or to take the
road of emigration. But
wherever they go, the same
fate awaits them.

In the'Federal Republic of
Germany agriculture is declining, as the West German bourgeois press itself is forced to
admit. This is expressed, in
particular, in the ruin and
bankruptcy of peasant farms.
According to the data of the
Statistical Board of the Fede-

ral Republic of

Germany,

during the past 20 years,

45,1

per cent of the farms have
been ruined by the fierce
competition, while about

40,000

;mall farms went

bankrupt
during 1975. Their situation is
made worse because of the
price policy imposed by monopolies such as ..GlocknerHumboldt Deutsch", <<Interna-

tional Harvester", ..Massay
Fergusson- and ..John Deere
La z*, that have concentrated
the production of tractors and

farm machinery in their hands
and impose high prices in order to ensure maximum pro-

fits. Likewise,

agricultural

products are becoming more
and more concentrated

in

the
monopolies.

hands of a few
The big ..IJnilever" and *Nes-

tle-

companies have the production o{ milk and milk products almost completely under
their control in West Germa-

ny. This

means that while
they buy agricultural products
from the peasapts at very
low prices they seII their processed products at prices as
much as four times higher
than the purchase price. This
rapacious policy of the mono-

polies has led to increased indebtedness by the peasants of

West Germany

until now it

has reached a total of 30 bil-

Iion Marks.

In

comes

too, farm inare constantly falling.

France.

During the past last two years
they have fallen 25 per cent.
At the same time the debts of
the peasants are increasing, in
particular because of mortgages at high rates of interest
which they are forced to obtain from the monopolies or
the capitalist banks, thus fur-

ther increasing their

depen-

dence and exploitation. Many

French peasants are obliged
to hand over more than twothirds of their productjon merely for mortgage and interest
repayments.

In these difficult conditions
a great number of peasant

farms go bankrupt. According
to figures from the foreign

press, during the last

ten
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years the number of medium
sized farms in France has fallen from 3 million to 1,2 million.

In Spain the process of the
impoverishment of the peasantry and of the concentration
of large tracts of arable land
in the hands of rich landowners is becom'ng rnore and
more pronounced. According
to press reports, in Andalusia
big landholders own 53.6 per
cent of all the arable land.
Since 1950, about one million Spaniards have been obliged to leave their villages and
emigrate.

The crisis of agriculture is
growing deeper in Italy, too.
The number of individual farm-

ers with a small plot of land
is steadily decreasing as they
are obliged to abandon their
land. On the other hand, the
number of wage labourers in
agriculture is inoreasi.ng. Ac-

gobble up smaLl and medium

about 50 per cenL of Belgian
peasant farnis have sufter'ea

withstand the savage competition, along with the rise in
production costs and the cost
of living. The monopoly firms
use a great part ,of the land
they have gobbled up as a
commodity to make profits

total ruin during the 16 last
years, whereas in Sweden the
number of peasant farms decreased by more than half

farms that are unable to

from the sale of land at colossal prices for construction,
etc. Figures from the Department of Agrarian Affairs of
Japan show that during the
period from 1969 to 1973 an
area of 785,000 ha, or 21 per
cent of the whole territory of
the country, was gobbled up
by the big monopolies. At the
end of March 1975, Japanese
firms with a capital of 100
million Yen or more owned
810 thousand ha of land, from
100,000 ha of land was
for sale.

which

The bankruptcy of small
farms, the abandonment of
villages

and the

during the years 1951-1974,
and now there are only 133
thousand such farms in that
country.

The ruin of the

peasants

and the aggregation of land
in the hands of a small number of rich people have assumed large proportions in

Colombia, Honduras,

and

other countries of Latin America. In Colombia, the process
of polarization in the countryside is becoming more and

more pronounced. In Honduras, more than BE per cent of
the peasants have no land a:t

l, because the largest tracts
of land are in the hands of

a

the local big landowners and
foreign capitalist companies,

cording to figures from the
Italian press, the number of
peasants farming their own
land fell from 74 to 61 per
cent in the fifteen year pe-

tion of land and agricultural
production in the hands of the
monopolies have assumed
large proportions also in such

nal United Brands>, that oppress and exploit the local

riod from

countries

peasants savagely.

1960 to 1975. Accord-

ing to the same source, from
1971 to 1975 price of chemical
fertilizers rose 82 per cent,
100 per cent, farm
machinery 53 per cent, etc. All
those factors have resulted in
a decrease of 150,000 in the
number of people engaged in

tractor fuel

farm work.
The situation of the Japanese peasants, also, is deteriorating in the same way because of land speculation
on the part of the capitalist
firms and monopolies which

as

concentra-

Holland,Denmark,

Belgium and Sweden. In
Holland, the total number of
farms has fallen from 410
thousand to 181 thousand
within the space of the
last 25 years. In the same
period, the farming population of Denmark decreased
from one million to 420,000,
while the number of farms

fell from 205,800 in 1951 to
about 129 thousand today. The
process of the ruin of farms
is going on in Belgium, too.
to the local press,

According

especially American ones, such
as *The Banana Transnatio-

The cruel caPitalist oppres-

sion and exploitation, the
ever more difficult life, the
crushing burden of the crisis
that falls on the Peasants in

many capitalist

countries,

have caused them, together
with the other masses of the
working people, to come out
on strikes and demonstrations, to occupy the big landowners' estates bY force, to
clash with the bourgeoisie
and its apparatus of oppression.
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